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Candidates· st-ateviews·on.issues
/'

getting out and talking to students leadership.
and finding out what they think, The third role of the Student
what they feel' and what their Body President is representing the
needs are. ;. thoughts· of the student body to
The second thing he has to do is the administration and to the

to provide leadership within the "Board of Directors. This requires a
structure of student government.· great deal of maturity, a great deal
A number of senators are elevated of background at the University
every year who have a limited and a great deal of experience.
b a c k gr 0 u n din stu den t RUBIN: I think the Student,
government and who need Body President 'has three very
guidance and .Ieadership to do important jobs. The first job is as
their job well. The Student Body the head communicator between
President must not dominate the Student Senate, Student
student government, yet at the Government and the Student
same time he needs to give strong Body. To me that means' the

Student Body President should be
spending one or two nights a week
going around to the residence
halls, the f r a t er n it ies- and
sororities, commuters and just
individual students telling them
what's going' on in student
government, what we're doing, in
what areas we need student help
and trying to get people excited.
The second job is, in effect, as

the leader of student government.
In that role, thetresponsihilities
are to get the senators doing the
same things he is doing. I mean
.taking the senators, getting them
'out to talk to their
'constituents-getting them excited
about their job, and .giving them
responsibilities. In' this way, we.
can be sure they're busy doing

~things~so.·we· won't have the.
situation we had this y-e~r:"where
. three' or four 'senators did an the
'work and the' rest of them just
didn't have the 'leadership to get
excited and--get'involved in what's
going on in the government.
The third job is as the head

negotiator of the Student Body.
In that role, the Student Body
President must delegate to the

. executive department
responsibilities for reaching
proposals, so that they can come
up with a rather comprehensive
pro.posal for the administration.
The . Student Body President

should take that proposal to
people in the faculty who are.
f r i end Iy , p e 0 pie in the
administration who are friendly,
get them turned on to the

Healih Service personnel, resign,
staff seek professional promotions
Four members of the Student· Health Se.rvice, the resignations Hospital. He left U~-C.because he

Health \ Service personnel have are a result of people wishing to wasn't "sure of the future of the
resigned their positions. These rise in their professions by seeking health service. I know there would
are: . Assistant Director,. Dr. ~tter employment. always be a job for a pharmacist
Robert A. Gerrick; former Charge . Next year, Dr. Gerrick will be at U.C. as long as there is a health
Nurse, Mrs. Geneva Hollon; the director of the health service service, but if something should
former Director of Pharmacy, at Colgate University in New happen to change the health
Daniel E. Smith and Assistant to York, a smaller school than U.C. service, would it still be the type
the Director, Charles M. Hanifin. in a smaller town than Cincinnati. of job I would want? Possibly, it
According to -Dr. Robert E. "The health service there is.in one would be nothing more than

Sinclair, Director of the Student wing of the community hospital dispensing aspirin and gargle. I
, '- • and has a small staff. The services thought I'd better get out while

and facilities are better than those the getting was good.
here, because of the immediate 'I .am interested in Hospital.
access to the hospital's facilities." Pharmacy anyway. I want the
Gerrick regards his new job as a experience in a large hospital

step up in his profession. In institution, because I hope to be a
addition, he said, "Colgate's director of Pharmacy in a hospital
philosophy and ideals suit mine someday. "
more than U.C.'s do." He believes Hanifin is still serving as
that he and. his family will also Assistant to the Director, but
like living in a small town better after the end of this quarter, he
than the city. will assume his new position as
Mrs. Hollon. has already left the Director of Pharmacy at Ohio

health center and is now working. Valley Hospital in Steubenville,
as a nurse for two doctors in Ohio. His reason for waiting is
private practice. She said, "This is that he teaches in the school of
a job I've always wanted. The Pharmacy at U.C.
position was open, so I decided to Hanifin's job at the health
accept." service includes many business
Smit h , an 0 t h err ecen t details. He has been looking into

departure, is presently working as hospital- pharmacy jobs for several
a staff pharmacist at Christ years, as this is his specialty. His

. (Continued on page 2)

Editors Note: The following are
responses by the four presidential
candidates to questions regarding
many of the major issues in the
election. The candidates are Mike
Dale, Marc Rubin, write-in Joe
Trotta, and Brian Zakem
What do you feel is the role of

the Student Body President,
defined in broadest terms?
DALE: The Student Body

President really has three roles to
fulfill. He has to take the lead in
representing to the students the
activities of student government,

HAPPINESS IS CUDDLING a "dowwgy" on a lYarm spring day,
even if you're only a little. kid on a big college campus.

(NR photo by Bill Heckle)
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proposal and get them talking .to governmental process to effect.
their friends. We will develop a The Student Body President
basis of rapport between the must be concerned not only with
Stu den t Bod y and t he academic problems, but also with
administration and then we can the problems of the student trying
take the proposal and negotiate, to acclimate' himself to the
and try to get the proposal passed. community that surrounds him,
TROTTA: The Student Body especially with the leadership of

President's role is to see what the the city .officials, state officials
students want; what their needs and national officials where
are. You must get the students to students' conflicts Can be aided by
actively support .him. It's really government personnel in the
foolish to have a student various fields of our nation.
government which passes I believe the Student Body
legislation without student President cannot be isolated
support because it -doesrr't because the University is not
represent anyone. The thing is to isolated. We are affected by the
get the students behind whatever things coming out of Washington

- is going on, beit academic reform ,as well as the state capitol, and we
or housing. It all depends on the haven't gotten into the field of
students. The government cannot really utilizing the services as well
work without the students. ' . as the influence we might have
ZAKErA: I believe the role of benefiting our education on the

the Student Body President is to state or national level,
coordinate all the' student I also view the role of Student
governmental organizations on Body President as an educator.
campus, but most importantly, to When I say educator, I mean
actually represent the numerous someone who brings the facts to
interests of all the campus groups the 'Student Body so they can
i nth i sun i v e r sit Y 0 f formulate in their own minds
approximately 20,DOO students. their sentiments for constructive,
I believe that the Student Body action. I believe the role of an

President must be a leader in that educator is the most important
he must be aware at all times of role of the Student Body
the ideas and opinions of various President because before one can
campus leaders. He must be a lead he must achieve a degree of
leader whojgoes out to meet the acceptability and mutual trust
'various campus leaderships and among individuals. If the Student
nota behind-the-scenesman who Body President cannot -llring the
sits in his office 40 hours a week facts to the Student Body and
and makes reports. . achieve a rapport with them, no
The Student Body President has matter what programs he might

to go out and meet the students have are doomed to failure. In
and. form proposals that are part, .·this has been the case of
acceptable-and feasible with them. several administrations, and I
Then, if practical, bring these hope not to duplicate this.
proposals in through the student (Continued on'page 8)
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:iiiiii:Edltorlal ·:::i;i;;-i Issues ~candidates -I
!iI~: As student body elections approach, the News'!!!!!~
it!!:Record is of the .opinion that any of the presidential :I~
iI~i:candidates appearing on' the elections ballot can iii!:I:
i!~Iiadequately fulfill the role demanded of .the highest i!!i!!!:
:I!!;student officer on campus. However, it is the issues of @t
:!!Iithis campaign and not the candidates, that bring the ;\iI:
iII importance of this election to every student. " ::I:;
jt!! All of the candidates have basically agreed that it::;
i1~i~[!reform on campus is desirable. Increase in academic :::I\
f:i:flexibility, reform in students' rights, improvements in iIi::
:t::' student facilities, and a general betterment of student !:::t
Ii!!life are all reflected in the platforms of Mike Dale, Marc :::t:
1:!IRubin, Brian Zakemand write-in candidate Joe Trotta. :~t1:
·ti!: Consider, for example, academic flexibility. All of the :!il:
iiI:'candidates have in one way or, another agreed on :::i~:i!
~:1:improvements in the pass-fail grading system as well as !M:
i!t!University acceptance of voluntary class attendance. ;!!\!\!1
::i~!~~Besides these measures, cross-college accreditation, :r!!:
~!!!!1academic credit for community involvemtnt, and a need ::\:!~i
m:: for an all-campus system of course evaluation are agreed :!I::
!:!tupon by the candidates as vital needs. . :1!!1!::
::!t Regarding students' rights, the "drink your age" tt
t:::alcohol policy is high on the list of priorities for each :::r:
:i1:candidate .. Furthermore, each believes highly in the it:::
:!:!1:!autonomous control of social regulation by the :~!I:
iII individual living units on campus and this now :!il!
iiIiencompasses, at the present time, the controversial issue :!!I!~!
:r~!of the 24-hour open-visitation. - . Ir::
~1:~ Another issue in the area of students' rights that each!I1~
ili~contender agrees upon, concerns the issue of tuition, :I:I
.!~:~~!!increases e , All believe that a ceiling should be placed on _':~~!~~:
!i1:tuition at the beginning of one's freshman year so that rii!:
iliistudents know' .what to expect in tuition hikes for their :!i1:
]~:I remaining years' at U.C., until graduation. This is a i~i~~~
iit~reasonable conjecture. ~ . 1r:!!
!Ii~ Finally, in the .field of improvement in. general i!:fi
II!!facilities, we are hard put to find any differences in the ::!~I

1~~*~~m~I;~;~;ii~*i:;~;r~~~;~i~;i:iii;~i~;~i;:;~;i;Ii~ii~;:iI;ii~:I:~i1lJii~ii;i;~~~i~ii;~;iii;~i~iiii;1~~;~ii~~~;~1:~~;~;~~~~~;i~~:~~=:$~i'~;I:i;:i§:U:~~~i;~;~;~;~i;II'



Page 'Two

Replacements to fill
Health ~rvice posts

(Continued from page 1)
new job offers °a. challenge, as
Ohio Valley Hospital "is a 'general
hospital which is 'now-growing, It
is an. opportunity to develop a
large pharmaceutical service." In
'addition, his new job offers "a
better salary. "The responsibilities
are equal to what I'm doing now,
bu t they will be related
specifically to pharmacy. "
According to Dr. .William R.

Nester, Vice Provost for Student
Affairs, "We have a turnover of
personnel at. the health service
every year. .Th~re is no mass
resignation taking place, but there
are always changes due to -people
advancing in their positions." He
foresees no problems with. finding
new people to fJ11the positions of
those who have·resigned."We
already have several applicants.".
Methods of recruiting

replacements include
recommendations through the,
American College,' Health
,Association, a college .health
personnel organization, contacts
through the Medical College, and
applications specifically for the
health service.

Getinto

MUSICA
ELECTRONICA VIVA
Electronics and improvisations dedicated to
exploring both the possible and the
imposSible in music.

You,ng musician/composers who make music
basedon friendship and love.

ONE PERFORMANCt
ONLY,
MON'DAY,APRIL 13,
8:'3'0 pm
Sound Pool - the Audience is Invited to Bring its
'Own Sound. '

ST·LJ'_DENTPRICE $1.50
Others, $2.00, $3.00
Robert S. Marx Theatre

PLA.YH:OU.SE
,INTH E' PA,R"K,'
Call now 421-3888

<.

Aprii 10, 1970

(NR photo by Bill Heckle)

Presidentia I contestants
to d,ebateissues Monday

The four candidates for Student The four candidates are Mike
Body President have agreed to a Dale, A&S junior; Marc Rubin,
debate to be held next M?nday.. A&S junior; Joe Trotta, DAA
April 13, at 7:00 p.m .. m the sophomore; and Brian Zakem,
Faculty Lounge, TUC. Dean of A&S junior. '
Students, James Scully has agreed Solomon, a brother of TKE, is
to be moderator. 'not a member of any student
The debate is of course o~en to government organization. He

the entire campus. Accordmg to arranged the debate because he
A&S sophomore Ken Sol~mo?-, thought.it would, be a good idea
who organized the program, It WI~1 to "see if these kids have a mind
be "something that shows views on their shoulders." All the
rather than personality." candidates readily agreed to
The exact format, is no~ yet participate.

settled, but will consist basically
of h aving Dean Scully ask
questions of the candidates. The
questions will not be his own but
rather those- of other - students.
Questions may be submitted in
writing any time prior to 5:00
p.m., Monday at the Information .
Desk, TUC, and' may, be taken
from the floor at the debate, if
the candidates agree.

This low rate limited to Students
and Faculty only.

A COMPLETE Ty'PEWRITER SERVICE

RENTALS~SALES-REPAIRS
Olympia - Smith Corona - Royal- Underwood

CLIFTON TYPEWRITER SERVICE
(At UC Campus since 1950)

216 W. McMillan 381·4866 -

U.C. FLYING CLUB
READY TO BEGIN. FLYING

8 r in 9 '0 uri nil io I ion 1e e 0t $30 10
F,ir s I me eli n9

Tuesd ••." April 141h
4018 T.U.C.
7:00 P.M.

For more inlo,:(oll..• '

Tim'Sere, ' Jim SiI,er
531-4988 475-4554

Hughes students. get
glimpse of,UC life

c

The Newman Catholic Center is
sponsoring 'a program today for
the members 'Of "next fall's
freshman class who will be coming
from Hughes High School. The
program will consist of a series of
activities, selected by the Hughes
students themselves.
The program will feature sports

from 3:30-5:30 in the game room
of Schmidlapp Hall, a fashion
show from 3:30-5:30 at Newman,
a cook-out supperfrom 5:30-6:30
at Newman, a talent show from
6:30-7:30 at Newman, and a
dance from 7:30-10:00 at the Old
Grjll.
As much activity as possible is

to take place 011 campus In order
to show the students what college
life is like and to provide a
transition from, high school .to
college.

3~ VN:3S :ON:V1H3.i

VOTE FOR ME AND
I'LL MAKE YOU A
MILLIONAIRRE
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Slate of nominations
for Elections April 14, 15'

-.

STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT
Mike Dale J
Marc Rubin"
Brian Zakem

Joe Trotta-write in I

1 STUDENT BODY V-PRESJDENT
Arthur Cohn V,

-.:.

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
(1971 )

PRESIDENT
Frank Cagnetti ,
John Purcell""'"

VICE PRESIDENT
. Kenneth R. Faller J
SECRETARY . ,

David Macejko'J
Eileen Murphy
Bonnie Salmans ,

TREASURER J
Tom Daly
Bob Redella

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
(1972)

PRESIDENT ,
Tom KeefeV
Mike Wilkes

VICE PRESIDENT
Dave Altemeier J
David Frey,",
Jane Glover

SECRETARY
Debbie Beed

Margaret (Maggie) Schreve V
TREA~URER, J
. Ray Coors

Larry Stone
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS

(11973)
PRESIDENT

Lane Cohen.
Alan P. Dille

Martin J. Horwitz
Gregory V. Powell

VICE PRESIDENT
Tom Forte

chel;"YIGerber
Alison Maddux

SECRETARY
, Jane ·Johnson

Marybeth Kerldioff
Lynn Pies

TREASURER
Robert J. Miller
Willio O. Ware

ARTS AND SCI ENCES
SENATE-:(Choose six)

John M. Baron
Geoffrey Braden

Jim Burch
Eric Chabrow~ ...•.

YR's settle down. ,
to normal affairs
n•• that election
dispute is settled
"All factions are satisfied and

'everybody is settling down and
working together for the club!"
Such is the status of the Young
Republicans as reported.' by Ken
Wolfe, former Y.R. President, after
the student government's Legal
Department settled the contested
election of Feb. 5.
Phil Dickinson, who won the

presidential election" has' been
disqualified making runner-up
-Ri e har d Frankel (A.~f),'70)
president- untll the forthcoming
election slated for next month.
Attorney General Rodger' Tate,

in speaking for the Legal
Department, said the decision was
made after "several' meetings with

members of the' department, the
cabinet, and Student Body
President Mark Painter." ,The
department assumed its position
as arbiter by order of the Student
Court. "If requested by the
Student Court or the Young
Republicans, we will resume our
overseeing function in the
upcoming election," Tate said.
The year-old dispute. apparently

reached its peak on election eve
last February, when Dickinson
made a "verbal agreement" with
party leaders that he would
withdraw his candidacy but in
fact did not. He then, won the

(Continued on page 15)...

Joe B. Conn
Nancy Cook
David FeBland
Vicki Grearing
Bob Haas

Stephen Hester
r Nancy Susan Jacob

'I'omKeefe
Pete Klein

Mark H. Martin
Jack McDaniel

Stephen A. Pferd
Kenneth Dana Poss
Gregory F. Rose
Karen Sowder

'Jim Stern
David Wiles

Floyd Zagorsky \

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
SENATE-(Choose four)

Donn Groene
Michael F. Haverkamp

John Schnure .
Nick Wunder

C~M
SENATE

Robert Hermann
Leonard Marsico

DAA
SENATE-(Choose three)

Allan Kling
Bonnie Salmans

EDUCATION
SENATE-(Choose five)

Pat Atwood'
Marilyn Baum

Robert Estreicher
Lois Klatch

Vicki Lynn McDonald
Jon Wisby

ENGINEERING
SENATE-(Choose three)

Kenneth Faller
Mike Seifert

NUR~ING & HEALTH
SENATE,
No one has been declared.

PageTIu:ee
Dale,. Rub-in, Trotta, Zakem

Candidates activities cited ..

IE·ELECT
JOHN uRED"· BARON
. TGSENATE~-

, A&S-

Parking Committee, A&S
Tribunal, ex officio member of
Senate Constitution and Rules
Committee, public relations
director of Associated Student
Governments. Non-governmental
activities include YMCA, Hillel,
Sophos, ODK, and the NEWS
RECORD Direct'Line.

MIKE DALE (A&S,
'71)-Dabney Hall president,
sophomore class president,
Engineering Tribunal, Student
Senate, past chairman of Student
, Rights and Privileges Committee,
chairman and secretary of Student
Senate Constitution Committee,
chairman of Student Senate
Convocations Committee, past
chairman of Student Internal
Affairs, Budget Board (two years),

iversity Center Board,
Senate.

BRIAN ZAKEM (A&S,
'71 )--:'Student Senate, Senate
speaker, Senate corresponding
secretary, Senate Suggestions and
Improvements, Committee,

ibbutCII.c••.c•• •·3- a unique social experiment in cooperattve living
which strives. for personal and community
self-realization. We invite you to experience the-a kibbutz t~.rOUghthe fOllowing programs:

CU
::»-
-=-:> \c: AGE: 18 to 35 COST: Transportation DATES: Year round,
.- For information and application for the above, and for

ipermanent 58, ttlerne,nt, summer and teenage programs, contact:
.... Dan Shalit - Israel Programs Consultant

. 1580 Summit Rd. 761-7500 .
ZIV ZEXER"· KIBBUTZ AllY A DESK

Sulte'1301 0 200 Park Ave. S. 0 N.Y. 10003-(212) GR 7-5663

'tUttbutl ;.dli~~H· i
A six m~nth programl
of 1f2 day work and I
'12 day Hebrew stUdies

• t

Tempararv workers'
Living and working
on a kibbutz ,one
~onth or more

MAR C RUB I N (;A & S ,
'71 )-Student Senate, University
Senate, chairman of Student'
Righ ts and Privileges Committee,
chairman of University
'Committee" on Standards for
Student Conduct, Vice-provost's
Committee on Student Affairs,

Board of Student

HillEL

Bool<nalley
Shells $6-$10
Now $5.00 Each

Passover April 20- 27
Meals for the, entire week excluding Seder $25. Mail in this
stub with your money by April 15 to the Hillel House, 320
Straight.
Lunches - $1.30 Dinners - $1.80 Seder - $4.25

NO LATE RESERVATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED
Name ..•...•....•.......•.......• '.•...... : .....
Address •.....•...•..•.......•.......•...•.•..•..
Phone -:......•...•..•••.•.•••....

Please check
meals you want
a reservation
for.

JOE TROTTA (DAA, '73)-"1
have not been involved ill any
student government organ ."

Seder ....
Lunches: Tues ••.• Wed .... ThUD ..•. Fri •......

Sat .... Sun .. \ .. Mon . ~.• "
_ Dinners: Tues .••. Wed •.... 'I'h ur s .... Fri.' ....

Sat .... Sun ..•.. Mon ...•.

Peace speaker here Thurs.
Michael K. Beard, executive peace . and involvement in the

director of" World Federalist search for a new world order. He
Youth U.S.A., will give a speech will be open for student questions 'v

on "College Youth and the and inquiries, and refreshments
Concern for Peace" on Thursday will be' served before the speech.
at 4 p.m. in room 401B of the
University Center. .
World Federalists Youth is the

student arm of the United World
Federalists Which is an
organization devoted to
promoting world peace through
world law and a unified world
government. .
Mr. Beard has a background in

education, having been Associate
Director of Students in Urban
Affairs (Washington, D.C.),
Associate Editor of Concern
Magazine, and on the staffs of
both Congressman Walter H.
Moeller (D. Ohio) and Senator
John F. Kennedy (D. Mass.).
He was delegate to the

Leadership. Conference' on Civil
Rights, 1965-66-67 and Chairman
of the Inter-Collegiate Volunteer
Council of Washington, D.C.,
1963-64. '
Mr. Beard will speak on the

question of ~tudent concern for

Mortar Board will tap its
spring class at 12:13 p.m, on
Thursday, April 16 in the
Engineering Quadrangle. The
tapping is open to the public.

ODK will tap its' spring
pledge class on Tuesday, April
14 at 12:30 p.m. in "the
Executive Conference Room.
The public is invited.

-

. Call Hillel Office 2,21-6728.

.~~~.

v,

- ·A~TO~C
NUMBER ONE CORRY STREET

tlNIVERSITY PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
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Editorial
.M·aking a 'choice

(Continued from page 1)
candidates' platforms. The deplorable conditions in the
'library certainly ar~' riot passed over by any of the three
running for president.

The Health Service is another issue of the candidates. Mike
Dale emphasized this when he' stated in his platform, "It is
essential for a community 'as large as ours to maintain on
campus, health facilities available for 24-hours a day. The
proposed cancellation of night service must not come about."
Both Marc Rubin and Brian Zakem also make claims to this
issue. Because the issue is one that concerns every student, it
is not surprising that we find all three candidates fighting for
this' improvement. - . ,

Also, all 'agree on another area of change, facility
improvement-=-the need for more Classroom space and better
use of the facilities that already exist. I

Thus, as we have determined and as many should see, the
platforms and the policies of the three presiden~ial candi~ates
are hard to distinguish from one another. Their emphasis on
major issues has been placed in the same direction.
Due to their indistinct policies and platforms, we have

deemed' it necessary to make our choice for president by
relying on something other than tangible platforms.

This we believe is all attribute of leadership; specifically
. the ability to maintain a calm head while acting thoughtfully
and properly in any -situation regardless of the intensity of
the circumstances.
Concurrently, we would require a fundamental knowledge

of student government, its workings, and its functions.
'I'his last note immediately eliminates one' presidential

candidate from our consideration. Joe Trotta does not meet
our minimun qualifications for the position of Student Body
President. He has neither the experience nor the knowledge
.of' the functions and workings of student government to
effectively guide the student body. '\,
Upon further examination, Brian Zakem has done an

admirable job with Student .Senate in his three years of
dedicated service, Mr. Zakem is respected for his dedication
and his stick-to-itness, as well as for his ideas. But we do not
believe that heis capable of leading the enurestudent body.
Nor do we believe that if elected he would receive the respect '
deserying of a student body president., .
Throughout his tenure as Speaker of the Senate,' Mr.

Zakem has demonstrated his lack of leadership ability in
Senate debate and procedural matters,' and a general lack of
initiative in dealing with issues of current importance to the'
student body. ,

IThe last two candidates, Mr, Dale and Mr. Rubin have
exhibited leadership quality and a knowledge of the issues on
campus, Both realize what roads must be taken to achieve the
goals of the majority of students. It is, indeed, a difficult
decision to choose between the two.

We believe, though, that with his ability to remain calm
'and level-headed in situations which may become
controversial, while 'asserting his general leadership. ability,
Mike Dale must receive our endorsement.

Mass. vs. Vietnam
For those with draft, numbers,

about to be called, or for those
whose .numbers have, already
appeared and they are waiting
induction and the long awaited
trip to Vietnam, your wait may be
longer than you bargained for.
But then again most young men in
this category may not be too
disappointed at this. The longer
they wait the better-in fact, if
they never- have to go into the
army they wouldn't lose any sleep

- over it. /
The sleep may be lost, though,

in the next few months waiting on _

the Supreme Court's decision on
the bill passed by Massachusetts
last week. The bill, which was
'signed into that state's law by
Governor Francis W; Sargent, has
effectively or ineffectively, as the
case may be, outlawed wars thiC
are not declared by the Congress
of the United States. Under this'
jurisdiction lies the present
conflict in Vietnam.
The bill in part said "No

inhabitant of the Commonwealth
(~aSSachusettS) inducted or
se ving in the military -forces of
t e United States shall be required
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season's candidates offer a
-Tweedle-d~e, Tweedle-dum
selection.
Actually, only Joe Trotta runs

Spring arrives and with it comes on a platform which does not
only a nuance of student body resemble the other three.
attitude vis a vis student However, Trotta's platform looks
government. The hibernation of as if it were drafted by a 'mental
'Free-Speech-Bridge ideas and midget, filled with such
opinions gives way to a rebirth, demagogic cliches and phrases as
not, ironically, of ideas and "racist policies," "training school
opinions, but to a barrage of for industry," "abolishment of
campaign literature and bands. grades," "relevance," "responsive
The literature is not read, and to the community," "Fascist-

the bands are not heard without tactic," ad nauseam.
consequence. Significantly, the H there I .
students have notions of what . o~ever, ~ere ISone candidate

ld b t bl I tfor m this election, though he runswou e an accep a epa orm f St d
based on the precedents that/ h~ve o~ ~ .ent ~~nate fro~ A&~,
already been established at' this w o.t ~es 0 er a we.come
and other universities; thusly respi e.. rom the rhetorje and
d ti ff prevaIlmg mood of Studente uca Ion su ers. S t "
Our student body candidates ena e.

have produced platforms which, Greg Rose, presently an officer
of course, are manifestations of in the Calhoun' Hall Executive
those notions, Unlike last year Council," proposing a theme, of
when Painter, O'Brien and Finger "Liberty and Authority in
ran on platforms which were Balance," runs. on a platform
somewhat distinguishable, this produced by a philosophy more
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Richard Katz
Editor

to serve outside - the territorial
limits of the United States in the
conduct ·of armed
h 0 s t if i tie s . . . un less sue h
hostilities were initially
authorized or subsequently
ratified' by a Congressional
declaration of war ... "
The effects of this bill are

unknown at this point and may
never -by .known according to
some sources. Hopefully though,
man y b e l'ie ve t h at when
confronted with the issue the
highest court in the land will have
to act, negatively or positively.
There are others who, believe that
the bill has no chance and will
flounder somewhere in the courts
until the Vietnam War is over and
thus its effect will never be
gauged. ,
\ Whatever the case may be, the
bill serves one distinct function-it
sets down a precedent for future
action. The legislation was historic,
in one fashion, for it not only
represents one of the strongest
challenges to federal authority
made by a state in modern times,
but it "also 'stands as a direct
challenge' to the legality of the
war in' Vietnam. On top of this, it
has set another' precedent; it has
set in motion other state
legislatures of five other states:
Rhode Island, California, Ohio,

(Contil1l1.e~qn-pageI5)
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Lew Moores

ASsociate Editor-
compatible with the Academe.
Mr. Rose does not apologize for
the unpopularity of his ideas nor
does he wish to adapt his
approach and philosophy to the
political contortions demanded of
campaigning. '"
For the "johnnys" of this

University, there will be no Gentle
Thursday in Mr. Rose's campaign;
indeed if a Senator, he would not
vote for the extension of
academic credit for involvement
in student., organizations or
community involvement
programs. Ou'r' presidential
candidates' accent on community
involvement ,does not impress
him, and he feels the mutual
cynicism generated between,
students and administration
should be dissolved. He- merely
wishes to see a "spirit of
coo per a tion and rational
discussion" evolve' out of the next
administration. ,
'Perhaps Jon Reich' is correct.

The "usual standard League of
Women's Voters line" has not
given rise to a truly effecti ve and
reasonable studerit government.
Reich tells us to be rid of "vertical
leadership;" maybe we should
begin -t o look beyond the
activitie's listed in our AWS
election' booklets and vote for
those whose concepts of the
academe would ensure a most
cooperative and reasonable forum
for the collection, evaluation and
dissemination of University ideas.
Putting Greg Rose on Student
Senate is a step towards that ideal.
But, interestingly, there are

those student leftists and politicos
who believe that Mr. Rose's
philosophy should have been
abandoned when the 13th
Century ended. Ironically, these
people speak of equality of ideas
and the guarantee that all
viewpoints be heard, yet are
reluctant to acknowledge that any
viewpoints exist except their own.
A "nervous system" which is

not sensitive to the original
concept of' " the academe and
which is continually being coerced
into accommodating the new and
conformist attitudes and mobility
of modern mass man, is a
"nervous system" soon to be
functionally inoperative. '
Greg Rose has a different, and

perhaps unpopular, approach in
dealing with student problems,
but his candidacy offers hopes of
. a more. truly" representative
Student Senate.
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1~1~~ Letters to the 'Editor - ii!!!i!!

l:1:1~ f' • '.. , •• ',. ~~i~IClor ify my position I~ .
Sir:
I feel there is need to clarify my

position in the up and coming
Student Body elections. I am
running for the office of
Vice-President of the Student
, Body, and there has been some
concern about who I am, who I
am not endorsing or running with.
, I am- running independently-
,any endorsements I may receive
are much appreciated-but being
endorsed doesn't make me part of
any ticket or any group. So, for
the record, having never worked
with any of the presidential
candidates,"] find it impossible to
say/ one man is better than the
other. '
I hope each student will -take.

the time to delve through the war
of posters and get some real
information upon which to "make
a decision.

Artie Cohn
A&S '71

house po'licyOpen
Sir:
I am writing to you concerning

the University's refusal of Sawyer
Hall's plea for a 24~hout open
house policy. When our request
was approved and voted "through
by the MRHA, we were promised
that our policy would receive
special consideration by the
appropriate parties and would not
be viewed in the same light as the

,
other men's' dorms.
Unfortunately, there is no
indication that this was the case.
The very fact that Sawyer
received one of four form letters
sent to each, of the men's dorms
would certainly imply evidence to
the contrary. Therefore, I feel we
have been dealt with unfairly!
Obviously, the. administration

must realize that Sawyer is not
just the' ordinary campus
residence hall. Over the five and a
half years that it has served as a
men's dorm, they certainly must
have discovered that it is
significantly different in structure
from the other dorms. The only
reason given to us for refusing our
request of a 24-hour open house,
policy was that we now have a '
24-hour open living areas policy.
This answer appears to -be

nothing .more thana polite
brushoff, for as the administration
must know by now, Sawyer Hall
has no lobby' to speak of. Our
actual "living areas" are our
rooms. And since our rooms are
constructed like apartments (with
private baths), I see no 'reason to
be denied open house.
In taking issue with the points

listed,in the article from the News
"Record, March 3, it seems Dean
I SCUllyis concerned only with the
rights of the minority. What, then,
has happened to the rights of the

(Continued on page 5)
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Do we have- a college radio
station? Anyone passing through
the union on an afternoon might

" mistake the "piped -in" antics for
an unsuccessful parody on
"Cousin' Brucie." Actually, the
noise you hear is no joke. It is the
sound of WFIB, "the big 8",
which is located on the campus
and, as coincidence would have it,
is the official station of the
school. Professional organization
of amateur sound, it is a

..... disappointment to / the university
'community. .
WFIB markets a high-pressured

top-40 format which rivals the
likes of WSAI, disregarding its
r es p o'n s ibilities as, a campus
institution in its primary, quest to
realize a financial, profit.
Nevertheless, the WFIB directors
see their responsibilities to the
university community as four-
fold: a) the station should serve
the students; b) it should keep
them informed on topics which
appeal to them; c) it should
provide lab facilities for students
entering the broadcasting field,

-' and d) it should keep competitive.
.~ While the station is competitive,

and provides excellent 'lab
facilities for broadcasting
personnel, it is failing miserably at
meeting its first two obligations.
WFIB serves the students 'only so
far as it provides cheap
entertainment for those who are
willing to listen. They cite a figure
of 67% listening response for their
.range (as a carrier current station"
law demands' that they remain I

within the university's
boundaries).
According to the second point,

the -s tat ion has e qua I
responsibility to one out of every
three people who find its
programming unsatisfactory. Just
as important, the station should
have a feeling of responsibility to
increase campus participation and
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WBAD
unity by exposing two-thirds of
on-campus residents to various
programs and events taking place,
including the more complex areas
of the academy.
WFIB neglects to realize that

the purpose of a university is to
provide an area where the free
flow ideas is possible.' We create a
dialogue regardless of the
popularity of each issue. For this
reason, SDS and YAF have the
right to exist as officially
'endorsed organizations. There is
no argument that'WFIB receives
its greatest listening audience by
presenting a top-40 program. The
university attempts to offer more
than this. Its members are an elite
group who' compose the more
intelligent, perceptive minds in
-the country; By nature, a
university should be playing more

~than just "mass music."
The Spring Arts Festival, an

annual collection of some of the
most unorthodox, if not
provocative cultural programs
ranging from films to musical and
poetic recitals, is one of the
largest events of the school year
and involves a great number of the
University people. WFIB has had
no more than mention of the two
week long event, an insult to
hundreds of students and
__performers and a mockery of the'
station's alleged "professionalism"
in handling news information.

-, The reason given for, such an
oversight was a lack of staff power
to gather knowledge about this
festival combined with a lack of
time to prepare for it: Such
confusion could easily have been
alleviated with a few carefully
placed phone calls, and a single
staff member who cared. That no
one did care enough to plan for
this festival is indicative of the
treatment most :campus events
have .been, given. Other city
stations with no responsibility to

Court must decide
(Continued from page 4)

, New York andIllinois;
____ Whether or not the bill has any
,- real effect, only' time will tell.

Presently though, a court case is
riding through the channels in
Massachusetts. The day after ,the
bill was signed by the Governor,
Boston attorney Joseph. Oteri
filed a writ of habeas corpus in
Boston on behalf of one John
Griffin, a draftee in the infantry
ordered to Vietnam.
Griffin's case was rejected by

the lower court and its fate, as of
now, is in the superior court of
appeals, The case no doubt .will
make its way to the Supreme
Court in due time, and others like
it will do the same. Soon there
may well be more cases from
states other- than Massachusetts,
and this cannot help but benefit
the cause.
The bill itself bases its hopes on

the fact that .the war in Vietnam is
a "war". Many adherents of
Vietnam will argue that what is
going on now in Vietnam is a
"limited war" and as such is not in
legal terms a "war" as defined in'
, the Constitution. '
The Constitution itself says in

Article i, section 8" ... the
congress has the power to declare

-I... . war ... " The interpretation of
this is 'hazy, but if there is a legal
war, it must be one where
congress has· so declared it. But
the war as it started in Vietnam
was only a limited war-is this
legal or illegal under the
Constitution? Only the court 'can
decide this. The major question
would seem to "be at this point,
whether or not the conflict is now
a "war": if it's not and only a
"limited war" does this also apply
under section 8? The question
gets a bit complicated, and that is
why many believe the court will

s« not act on it for quite some
time-maybe not until the
Vietnam conflict is over.
Limited war is a, peculiarly,

modern concept and as such must
be defined as it will be used in the

controversy between itself and the
real war. In earlier ages there were
incidents, skirmishes, little wars,
and big wars, but not' really
limited wars. It took two uniquely
modern things to conjure' the
.concept into its present form.
These two things are none other
than the existence of the USA and
'the USSR as superpowers with
.superweapons.
Limiting' war then, as-Garfinkel

Diamond and Fisk state in their
THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC,
"means limiting conflicts in which
the USA and the USSR are
involved. First it means keeping
them from deepening their
involvement and thus drawing
'their respective "allfes '--and .the" .
whole world into conflict.
Second, it means limiting the use
of weapons ... "
The responsibilities that these

realities place on the leaders of
the states of. the world' is
enormous, and so the burden was
tremendous on Lyndon Johnson '
in 1964 when North Vietnamese
torpedo boats made two attacks
on USA destroyers in the Gulf of
Tonkin. LBJ decided to use the
tactic of bombing for reprisal. The
immediate aim of Johnson and his
administration seemed to be-
sincerely limited. At that time,
nothing more than limited warfare
was wanted, certainly a full scale
war was farthest from the minds
of many Americans who backed
LBJ.

LBJ's aim in 1964 was not
destruction and conquest of the
enemy; rather it was. limited
application of force to oblige the
Communists to reduce their
attacks on South Vietnam.-It
didn't work and now it is 1970,
the limited war" is no longer a
reality in any military terms, and
the motives of the war are being,
seriously challenged. Whether it
was a limited war to start with
makes no difference, now it's real
"war" and this is what the court'
must decide.

Pag~.¥~ve

---- Letter: Sawyer is different ----

·pave ..FeBla_~d
u.c. did- give considerable play to
festival attractions.
I would not suggest that WFIB

re-structure its entire format. The
s t a t io n s' decision to go
"commercial" rather than
"underground" or "academic"
.stems from its commitment to
'" train. its students for practical
radio work after graduation. In
other words, WFIB is not simply a
campus activity, it lias an
academic responsibility to
broadcasting students. Such a
totally different concept in
programming would have to come
from a station exempt from such

(Continued onp!!.~e 7)

(Continued from page 4)
majority? The men of Sawyer
have been clamoring for a 24-hQur
open house policy since the
beginning of this school year. A
questionnaire covering every
conceivable phase of a 24-hour
open house was passed around the
dorm, and need I remind him that
87%, of the men were 'in favor of
the policy? What about them'?
Certainly the minority is
important' but not to the
exclusion of the majority's wishes.'
I can recall of no instance in a
democratic society' where the
majority was made to suffer for
the sake of the minority ...
Itis true, as he pointed out, that

we do not have 24-hour desk
coverage. But in our proposal we
had covered this point and were
already working on the solution.
Bad the proposal been passed,_

MARTIN
~

A&s SENATE

Sawyer would" have had the
• necessary manpower available to
implement the new policy.
Dean Scully's opinion that the

parents' have signed a contract
stating a set of rules under which
their son or daughter will live and
that the "Parents will not be
happy if a change is made in the
middle of, the contract," has
unbelievable implications. If we,
may not change the contract until
it has expired, when are we able
to change it? For if we intend to

(Continued onp'!$e 6)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI NEWS RECORD'I .Leiters IDissatisfoctio,n 'wi,thlocalpolici~s
(Continued from page 5) . prompts Emanuel Vlorker to resign

live on campus the following year, --, -.-'
~re ,we not required to sign a Randy Kleine He said that he was devoted from the Center in December,
housing contract before the -end Ass't. News Editor "because we were trying to 1969, because he had been an
of the Spring Quarter-or that is ' address the students to the basic advisor to the "Over-the-Rhine
to say, before the expiration of "Please. accept my resignation- as needs of, the ,people in th~ Employment Union " that staged a
the previous housing contract? a professional worker of Emanuel community. '.. the traditional telephone boycott against Burger
This wouldn't allow much time Community Center as of April 30, outlook of the Emanuel Center Beer in order to get jobs for
for a 'change, would it? In fact, 1970, if my j~b title is ~o.. be has a.differentphilosophy." peop~e in th~ <?ver-:~l!~__Rh!!!~_ar~,-
there could be no change! Can he changed from Group Activities Wright wants to see control of Wnght said that Burger Beer
seriously' accept this as a valid Director' to 'GroupWorker.' I will the Emanuel Cente"rJ)iaced-i;- the gives a large a~ount of money to
, point when it can lead only to a 0 n 1y w 0 r kat E m a ~ vel community residents' hands. His the Community Chest. In an
stagnant society? Community. Center in the . plan to overhaul the Center's interview with Burger Beer in
Finally, 1 feel it is important to capacity of 'Group Activities government reflects this idea. November: 1969, "we told Burger

mention that of the men in the Dire~t?r. " Please render Eman~el'S'" He would like to see 100 per cent Beer th~t the people in the
dorm,.49.14percentare20years 01 d e e is iori at your e arl ie s t id t tici ti th community take all their air, ." resi en par cipa on, on e 11 ti th .age or older. We are almost all convemence. Ce te' . b d "Th po u on; ey put up WIth all the
upperclassmen and by far the This statement by Robert L. n r s governmg. o~ _ ey noise, and their kids get hit by the
greater majority of us pa~ our Wrig h t 0 f the Eman u eldon't have enough residents on the trucks .... since they have to put
own way through school. We have Community Center, the 99-year" boa~d," Wright said. "People in the up with Burger Beer, then Burger
chosen this University because we old, United Methodist institution community know their needs Beer should have a large number
feel it has the most to offer us. located in the -Over-the- Rhine better. " of p~ple there working," Wright
But, if we see a way in which it area, was prompted not only by "Any expertise that they would explained. '
can better suit the needs of its his devotion, bu tby his need, they could 'get: 'financial ·He said that 60 or 70 people in
student body, we will work to dissatisfaction with the Center, he' executive or accounting," Wright the community kept Burger Beer's
affect the change. said. said. "If the residents have 'this switchboard tied up for three days
Therefore, I ask only that the -Wright believes that. there are expertise, beautiful." through a telephone boycott.

University once' more review . things that need changing at the Wright stated that perhaps the !3urger ~er could not receive any
Sawyer's request for a 24-hour Center, located ~t1308 Race St. ,board~ight then choose to mcomrng or de rs-r-t h ay lost
open house, but that this time r II rewrite the Center's Constitution thousandsof doUars.
they take t~e nece~ry pains to. M!lI' ,TIN 'I ::fter c:,nsideringwhat they need, ••"Naturally,", Wrill!'.~continuo~d,
make a, fall' appraisal of our _ - I can t even say exactly what -is they called their oppressive
proposal. . needed," he said, "I have an idea power structure, the Chest; c the

. what is needed but I can't exactly Chest, in tum, called the Emanuel
say because I don't live. in the Center and. they said, "What's
Over-the-Rhine area. I don't suffer. wrong with that crazy nigger over
all the things that they suffer." ther~?"
Wright believes that he was fi~~ - _ Wnght told the' Emanuel Center

Page Six

tographic essay. From "Five
Who Care," LOOK readers learn
about how things are changing;
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, co-spon-
sor of Earth Day, writes about
the need for legislation and a
Constitutional amendment guar-
anteeing our right to a clean and
healthful environment. Dr. Rene
Dubos, a noted biologist and a ~,
Pulitzer Prize winner, and Dr. -
Margaret Mead, the anthropol-
-ogist, write about our changing
society and the ways to make
Americans draw backfrom our'
consume-now, damn-the-en-
vironment attitude. Rod Cam-
eron, a lawyer wdth the Environ-
mental Defense Fund, argues
that if.legislation and attitudes
don't change soon, we should
sue polluters and demonstrate
in the streets. And Henry Ford
II pledges virtually emission-
free cars by 1975.' Dr. Paul
Ehrlich,"Ecology'sAngryLobby- '
ist," outlines the problems and
pins the blame on population.
Then LOOK.urges its readers

, to join activist ecology groups,
some on campus, some off.
LOOK lists 49 of.the mostactive
ecology groups getting tough
with polluters in their areas,
and their telephone numbers.
On the same page, LOOK,un-

veils its Ecology Flag-sgreenand
white with a Greek theta warn-
ing of the threat of death to
earth. It's a symbol of what's
happened to our environment in
200 years. And it's a pledge to
help clean up America by 1976,
its bicentennial. The flag is of-
fered (at 25 cents each) to LOOK
readers as a sign of their com-
mitment to a clean environment.
The warning. The call-to ac-

'"tion., LOOK's commitment. We
.can no longer wring our hands
over the wrecked earth: We
must act. Now.
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Earth Day ana You
The air was clean once, the
water good. We, could walk the
land and enjoy earth's smell.
Now a disease infects our coun-
try. Its smog kills trees in Yose-
mite. Its pollution destroys our
lakes, rivers, marshes. The sea
is next. We are burying our-
selves under 7 million scrapped
cars, 30 million tons of waste
paper, 48 billion 'discarded cans
and 28 billion bottles and jars a
year. And every day we pile up
a million tons more of garbage.
The air we breathe circles the
earth 40 times a year. Americans
spew into it-140 million tons of
pollutants: 90 million from cars'
-we burn' more gasoline than
the rest of the world combined.
Los Angeles' smog may cause
mass deaths by 1975. There are
5,500 Americans born each day.
There will be 100 million more
of us by the year 2000. We flat-
ten our hills, Jill, our bays, blitz
our wilderness. The quality
drains from our lives': Each of
us hi liny large sea-coast city Is
rapidly becoming one-twenty-
millionth or one-thirty-millionth
of a swelling megalopolis.
These .are warnings. Maga-

zines can inform-as LOOK has
with its Everglades plea (Sep-
tember 9,1969) and its first ecol-
ogy issue '(November 4, 1969).
But after the warnings and

talk end, there must come action.
All Americans, young and old,
left and right, are getting to-
gether to talk about our wrecked

l earth. April 22 is Earth Day, a
time of nationwide teach-in's on
ecology. LOOK's second ecol-
ogy issue (now on newsstands)
features 26 pages on issues that
will be discussed on Earth Day.
It warns, but it also argues:
"The Fight t~' Save America
-Starts Now." The issue starts
with a plea to save "The Dis-
appearing Beauty of the Salt
Marsh," a black-and-white pho-
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that he was merely the advisor to
the Employment Union and that
he had no power to tell the
boycotters what to do. He said

- that two or three days later he
was fired.' But people picketed
and Wright got his job back. "But
they have been. after me ever
since," Wright said.
Wright stated other complaints

in a letter to Robert Weaver,
Executive Director of the
Emanuel Community, Center.
Most important, he wanted to
know why the people of the
community or the center's staff
personnel had never seen the
budget of the Center.
"We know that it is $180,000

bu t they have a lot of
endowments and a lot of shares
that have been released, so
actually the $180,000 is what we

, know," Wright said, "The point is
the people in the community
don't know this and they should. "
Wright estimated that the

budget' was $230,000-$250,000.
He said that probably only the
Executive Director would know
the exact figure. ,
Charles' Miles, spokesman for

the Ad Hoc Committee for the
OVer-the-Rhine citizen, supported
Wright's statements: ".It's about-
time the residents push the
programs and tell the agencies
what to do .•. " Miles said that
this would include all the agencies
aiding residents. in the
Over-the-Rhine area.
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"Grass Roots"

FElLAND
(A&5 5EI'TE)

.Ctasstfied Ads
Call News Record office

or place in N.R.
mail box 4 days prior

to insertion
10 cents a word

\/\(anted-female roommate to live with
three U.C. men in large apartment.
Private room, private bath. 5 minutes
from campus; 6 minutes from
downtown. On bus route. Inquire
evenings, 281-1082

CANOES FOR RENT 941-3696

For Sale, MAN'S Car Coat-Angola
Cabretta Leather. (Black) New $60
Value for $40 SIZE 40-42 e, Call 3391
or contact French' 461 after 7 PM

r

Lew Moores is for bombing Hanoi and
for keeping women down. He's also for
Greg Rose. It figures

'66 Honda 150 Touring excellent condo
$250. Call 681-2227

Miranda F· 35mm 1.9 Lens &
Lightmeter, case & filters $75. Call
681-2227

James-you're dizzy but I love you to
death anyway •

1969 442 excellent condition
521-1926 ~
Marc, good luck on April 14 / 15 -
Frank

WANTED: An apartment to sublease
for summer quarter, or sooner. Clifton
area, pool. Call: Linda 221-046~.

Go Gail! For stUdent body.

For Sale 4-new 8.25 X 14 Atlas 4-ply
tires. C~1I662-2461 after 5:00 PM
weekdays and daytime weekends.

Reader Sought 681-3242 - 7-10 pM

Found: 1 whlte10ld wedding band;.at
Intramural field No.3; call 381-6087

\ For 5a1e-5tero tape recoreter; -call at
731-2097 •

~

"A FOUR LETTER WORD"
LOVE

..~
1963 Triumph Herald (sedan), good
running condition, must sell quiCkly,
241-5359

Does University Party actually support
its Presidential Candidate? S.C.G.

-:

Why are U.P.' candidates wearing
"RUbin" buttons?

For Sal~Rossignol ski's almost new
475-4705 '

Typing in -my home. Reasonable(rates.
641-0595

Bill L. You Sweathog! ,MUd

Girl roommate wanted for second floor
R.R. A-par. Call Dave or Bud 751·1889

~

Dear Popkie! I Love You

Dear Pat, I Love you too. Jaeke

MARC, Good Luck on April 14 & 15
- Frank
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. :i~i~~students, I propose, therefore,F BI d :r~j~ that the following be done:e an @i@ A daily opportunity should be
jjj!~~, instituted to give air time to

.from P. 5 .~~~~~campus visitors of prominence.

}:!:!:!;i;!:!:!:!:!@!;!:!:!:!;i:!:!:i:!:i:!:i:!:~!i~!!!1!~!!!1!!!!!!!1!!!1!!!i!~!1:}1~~!~~~:~:1:~~i:1:1:1*1:!:1:!:1:!:~~~!~~:iiK,~~~~bl:~~~;' ,~~~~l~ndb:ec:~~~
I training resPoll_~ih!1ities·--.!Ll§_nQt,.programs of special events
however, unfair to demand a including speeches, concerts,
partial alteration to conform to forums, etc. There should be
the growing needs for a m~re increased experimentation with
intellectual format. A talk with more sophisticated forms of music
Dave Cassidy, general manager of such as jazz and progressive- rock
the station, discloses that se~ral programs which are designed to
hours of refor~ed program!mng appeal to the other 33 percent.
daily would neither appreciably A strong radio station can be a
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.Search committee looks for
successor to Dr. Langsam
The University Board of - Association.

Directors, 'meeting Tuesday, The first meeting will take place
established a representative search just as SOon as representatives can
c omm it t ee for seco.ring a be selected. Student committee
successor to retiring President members will be chosen. by the
Wal ter G. Langsam. The Student Senate. Painter added,
committee includes four students. "Hopefully the search committee
"1..J.vant to commend the Board - will hold its first~ee~ing in ~hr~e

for their progressive and to four weeks. Th~tr ftr~t task .WIll
understanding action. This will ~ to fra~e quahficatI~ns,. smce
enable the new President to enjoy :h?re aren t ~y" set criteria for
the confidence of students and 18 sort of thmg.
faculty," stated Student Body T ,h e com.m itt ..e e " s
President Mark Painter. re c o.m me n da tlo.n ~Ill be

. subrmtted to the University Board
Th e committee will be of' Directors for confirmation.

composed of five Board members, But, jwith a majority of Board
four stu.dents, four faculty members sitting on the search"
representatives" ..three, deans, and committee, confirmation seems
the president of the Alumni assured. >

.. 'M'A.RC 'RU:'B-I'N·
ACADEMICS

"Freedom To Choose electives
from any class offered
at U.C. inany college."
"Optional Pass-fail for
all elective courses."

••Expanded & improved Co-op
program; optional in
colleges where it does

not now exist, -
reexamination' where it does exist."

MARC RUBIN
STUDENT BODY

PRESIDENT

VOTE: APRil 14&15

WE CAN HAVE.

PASS-FAIL grading for all cou rses
outside a student's mojar -
EXPERIMENTAL GRADING OR
NO GRADE COURSES -
VOLUNTARY CLASS attendance-'
'DRINK YOUR AGE' on campus ;..
ACADE'MIC CREDIT for community,

<, extra-curricular activities, and
independent study - DEGREE

) REQUIREMENTS mode more'
~ f1"xible -A CO\JRSE EVALUATION

''-. ~Jc6i~T~(i;~~~~;~~~~;that
serves all students in need -
GREATER StuDENT INVOLVEMENT
in University expansion -A FACULTY
STUDENT advisory system that works
effective'ly -A UNIVERSITY WIDE
INFORMATION CENTER, and
especially,

\

tremendous uniting force to its
community. We can attest to this
simply •....by observing the effect
WEBN has. had on the Cincinnati"
area. It 'serves as a source of
information and entertainment'
for a majority of the area's youth,
and has done more to unite them
together than any of the local
dances, rallies or whatever.
Nevertheless, this is a city radio
station and can not be directly
concerned with U.C. affairs and
events: WFIB must fill this gap.· .
This column is not a threat. It

forewarns no vindictive action. If

DAVE FREY..<D
JUNIOR CLASS-- .. .P.

Page Seven
next year's program is as bland
and void of student-oriented
responsibility as this year's, it will
come' as no surprise to the
countless people who already seek.
out other less convenient sources
for the type of programming they
want. It will only add credence to
the accusation that D.C. is
"small-time," that it really has no
strong' identity. Maybe we will
find that the "facelessness" with
.which much of Cincinnati is
viewed by others is really well
deserved. Hopefully, I will. be
proven wrong.

c
o
o
R
5

Jr. ~
Treas.

r

JACK • . -MARK

McDANIEL SUPPORTS' RU,BIN
. FOR STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT'

~-' . '.' ~ _.-

BURCH~ A&S
, . SENATE

The issue is clear-which candidate for Student Body President can and will unite our
.student body? We spend too much energy fighting among ourselves and too little
facing the real problems that confront us. Only one candidate has the ability, the
experience, and the maturity to unite all segmentsof our student body-MIKE DALE!

. -
,.,ot~ .'

JOIN:US in UNITING with MIKE DALE for STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT

Rob Sherman
OF FRENCH HALL
. A&S"72

Rodger Tate
S.G. Attorney General
Eng. '70

Mary Jo Brueggeman
Student Senator
,A&S '70

Frank Cagnetti
Chairman, Bd.of Budgets
Bus. Ad. '72

Dave Macejko
Chairman, University Party
CCM '71

Mary Horwitz '
A&S '73

Bill Mulvihill
Pres., Bus. Ad. Tribunal
Bus. Ad. '70

Marsha Edgar .
A&S '70

John Appel
Student Senator
A&S '71

Harrison Blackmond
A&S '70

JVlarkPainter
Student Body President
A&S '70 .

Rebecca Hayden
DAA '71

Tom Humes
Pres. Interfrantern ity /Council
Bus. Ad. '71Carolyn Shuttlesworth

Vice Pres.,Cincinnatus
A&S '71 Ed Kiffmeyer

Co-Pres. OCAS Tribunal
OCAS '70Terri Solomon

Women's Housing Council
T~C.'71 Carol Eilberg

DAA '70
Mike Cristiani
Oabney Hall i :

DAA '73
Carol Lertzman

. OF DANIELS HALL

T.C..'70
Bob Peterson

. 'Treasurer, Senior Class
Bus. Ad. '70

.John Schneider
Student Senator
A&S '70

Jon Scott
A&S '72

Pat Schmees
T.C. '72

Chip Zoller
A&S '71

X·"MI-K E-'DA!L.E
for Student Body President

~
-,
-',
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Candidates ,let ,it
(Continued {rom page 1;-

What do you consider the most important issues on campus and
how do you plan to deal with them? What are your priorities in
dealing with them? . .
DALE: There are a number of important issues. I don't wish to pick

out any specific ones, because there are others which are equally -
important, and of course, one invariably leaves out those. But I do
,think some of. the important issues are the adoption of the ,"drink
your age" alcohol policy; there is also a program to renovate older
residence halls-French, Dabney, Memorial-which is providing better
study conditions. Principally I think this is a very. important issue.
To all students, the future raise in tuition which Dr. Langsam has

announced is a very important point. And, of course, the most
important point is that student government should be dealing with
these issues. What is important to remember is that when 40 students
say something, it doesn't carry a great deal of weight, whether those
40 students are senators or ordinary students, or whatever affiliations
they have. .
The only real power of student government comes from the fact

that it is a representative government of 20,000 undergraduate
students. Only by gaining the support of those 20,000 students, or a
large part of them, can student government ever hope to affect these
sorts of issues.
The only' way to gain support of students is by going out, talking to

them, explaining to them what student government is doing and again
finding what their needs are. I also think the one area that the student
government has been very lax or very slow in is to cope with problems
in the area of academic reforms. I would like to see student
government much more involved in this area in the coming years ..
RUBIN: There are three very important issues on the campus. First,

to review our entire tuition policy and try to make it more fair.
Second, in reviewing our academic structure, I think we have a good
conventional type curriculum. It's now time to make it more flexible
and to make it more individualized. Our third problem is to take the
University and make it a place where you can learn not only in your

'Violence has no place in a university community'r-Mare Rubin
classes but have learning experiences around you all the time.
Now as to the first issue, tuition problems, I can think of a couple

things that need to be done. A couple of candidates, including myself,
have talked about the need for a tuition ceiling so that students who
are here will not get hit with major tuition increases in 'the middle of
their college career. I think that's important. I've talked about doing
something with the Teacher's College tuition structure because at the
present time, people in Teacher's College who are student teaching
and are not carrying a full academic load are paying full tuition. That
( needs to' be changed.
... Similarly, -we need to make our residence requirements a little more
flexible so that people who are. over 21 and who have established
permanent residence in Cincinnati don't continue paying out-of-city
or out-of-state tuition. .
I think in terms of priorities, the most important single issue is going

to be making the curriculum more flexible. A couple of things are
very high priorities-number one, I think it's very important that we
provide a sort.of limited grading system, such as a pass-fail system, for
fall quarter freshmen so that their adjustment will not be quite so
difficult. I think the tuition priorities are very very important because

, if there is a situation where students can't afford to get educated, then.
any type of education isn't going to do them any good. Those are the '
two biggest priorities that we have.
TROTT A: I think the most important issue on campus right now is

academics because it seems that college has become a training school
for industry. I'd like to de-emphasize this, and I think that one way of
doing it is by going to a pass-fail grade system where education would
be judged by students and teachers together. I think that's one of the
most important things.
Another thing I'm really going to push is to have a black president

appointed to the University, to take Dr. Langsam's place. This would
give us a whole new scope of what's going on, and because the black
man has been' denied a position in the white society leadership for so
many years, it's about time he has given to him his just place in the
University.
The way I want to deal with these things is first, write up the

program of pass-fail grading, -establish how it would work, get student
support, then bring it through the normal channels. If the normal
channels don't work, and the students really want it, I think the
students could call for a student strike or something like this. Perhaps
we could put some pressure on and try to get things done this way.
I don't know if that's the best way. The best way, of course, is to go

through all the channels and see if it works, and -to have real
communication between the student, government and the
administration. '
Another thing of importance is that the students and the

administration are alienated because the administration can almost
make their decision without student government consent. I think the
student government should have some say in what the 'administration
decides, just, the way the administration has a voice in what student
government decides.
ZAKEM:'The most important issues I consider on campus are the

following: 1). The whole question of academic reform; 2). our
involvement in our surrounding community, and 3). approaching both
.of these issues by expansion of the co-op system of education
especially in such colleges as A&S. The way in which I plan to deal
with them is the 'following: 1). Before any action can take place the
Student Body must be aware of what is possible and what is feasible.
Like I mentioned earlier, my role as an educator will be desirable.
I hQ;.·' . ':' have many position papers and statements during the year

u,llha.ng' out
explaining the various positions of student government on various
issues and get genuine varied feedback through the initiation of polls

. hopefully conducted in order to get student attitudes registered in the
most scientific way possible and not just purely by what an individual
might think a group is interested in; I want to take this concept of
student government to a grass roots level. .
No longer can we purely rely on one or two individuals in key

positions to adequately inform us of what the Student Body wants or .
feels it should be getting out of student government. '
Academic reform could be brought about by. an awareness of what

is. possible and what is educationally feasible, and therefore accepting
these views with the" backing of the Student Body, ratified by Student
Senate and the cooperation of the various faculty. We've done this in
A&S to some degree and I want to increase this to all the colleges in
the entire University. .. .
The second issue I think that is important is' community

involvement. What I mean by this is granting academic credit to
individuals who 'will be able to work in the community, achieve a
realistic education at the same time, and have it count towards their
degree requirements.
A beginning has been made in building up a genuine volunteer

program on campus. It's a good program and needs to be expanded. It
can beexpanded with the aid of student government working with the
volunteer programs, SCIP namely. We cannot only expand the quality
of the, experiences that the individuals are engaged In but also the
incentive of academic credit.'
The third item which I have mentioned briefly is the institution of

cooperative education and this bridges the gap between academic
reform and community involvement. I. won't, go into further
explanation except that in A&S there are thoughts of a co-op program
which, is currently being proposed. We hope to usethis as a model for
all the rest of the colleges that are not currently engaged in
cooperative, education. Students can achieve funds as well as credit at
. the same time, working in a.realistic situation to make their education
much more realistic toward their personal educational goals.

<, One final item which is, very important is increasing the automony
. of the living units, that is of the Greek houses as well as the residence
houses. What I'd like to do is work toward the time when each
individual has complete autonomy over the rulesand regulations that
govern their individual lives. I think this is a matter of the residence
units and not of a large governmental body which usually becomes
alienated and detached from the individual units and their needs.
00 you believe in a pass-fail Wading system? If so, in what courses?
DALE: I think there are some problems With'paSs-fail grading, but I

don't think they're insurmountable. I believe in pass-fail as an option.
However the opportunity should always remain open-to take courses
for a grade. This is to face the problems that students on the pass-fail
in other universities have getting into graduate school, and getting jobs
because they didn't have 3.8 accum to show when they got through
school. Whether a course is in a student's major, required, or an
elective, the option should be open to take any course on a pass-fail
, basis. ~

RUBIN: I do believe in the pass-fail grading system for the following
basic reasons: I think, our experience with pass-fail is that it
encourages students to take courses they wouldn't normally have
tab~ .
. For example, an English major that'feels.he is weak in science might
avoid taking a chemistry course because he is afraid of destroying his
average if he takes it.
But if he can take it pass-fail he will get a broader education and he

isn't jeopardizing' his' grade point average, So I do believe in the
pass-fail system. I also think at the present time 'that there will be a lot
of difficulties in going to a complete -pass-fail system. Number one I
don't think the faculty will accept it, and number two, there will be a
lot of problems with people going to graduate school.
I think the valid thing to do would be to go to an optional all

elective- pass-fail system. The student will have the option of taking
any or all his electives on a pass-fail basis.
TROTTA: I believe in pass-fail to an extent, but I don't think it

goes far enough because you're still stuck with the stigma of failure on
your grade transcript. I'd rather initiate a program based on pass-no
grade, where if a student didn't pass the course, it doesn't appear on
your official transcript, just as' if you never took the course.
Furthermore, you have to have so many credits per-quarter in order to
stay in the university. I think Pass-no grade should be available fo.r all
'subjects, even the ones in your major because I" don't think grades
actually evaluate what you do academically.
ZAKEM: I believe in the pass-fail system. The areas I would like to

see it instituted are especially in the student's electives. What is very
important in considering pass-fail is that it could be an effective tool
in opening up courses in other colleges. In otherwords, all campus

'No compulsory class attendance'-Brian Zakem
course aecredition which would .allow the students to take any course.
outside his college on pass-fail and allow him to dabble in discipline
Which. is not his own major and not be stymied by the pressure of
lessening his accum,
This is perhaps the most viable way pass-fail can be used I think

pass-fail has to be done on an incremental basis. It can't be done all at
once, because what we see in some schools where pass-fail has been
initiated in one fell swoop for most courses, is that the motivation
factor has dropped off ,on the part of the student. I've changed my
opinion of this.' Very recently I felt.otherwise, but after some studies
and discussion, I've changed my sentiments towards this particular
subject. I think courses outside' the student's major should be on
pass-fail, but they should be optional, that is the student can decide to .
take it on a grade, or no grade, depending on his own particular goals,
be it for graduate school, or what not. So I am in favor of pass-fail .
system, but a limited pass-fail system.
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What is the student govemment~s role in the immediate community

and in the city itself?
DALE: I think studentgovemment's role should be one of support

to ,the various organizations Iand agencies. that are involved in
community affairs, such as. Student Community Involvement
Program, Cincinnati' Experience; SOAP, and other such organizations.
I think the reason it should be supportive rather than active is because
student government has much to do in coming to grips. with the
University. . . '.
RUBIN: I think that the stu~t government's role is a peripheral

one. We have a lot to do on this campus. I think our primary attention
must be directed towards the campus. However; I think we can
encourage other student groups to get out into the community, for
example, the Student Community Involvement Program has been very
successful. I think the studen.tq(~vernment could provide additional
support and financial support through the Board of Budgets. Then,· we
could work to get course credit for the people in the SCIP and
encourage people to get into-it.
I think we could encourage the University to .make the recreational

facilities that we have here available to the community around us. I do
think that the primary role of student government is the campus
itself, and dealing with campus problems. We've got more than enough
there to keep us busy for the next ten years.
TROTT A: The student government can be more responsive to the

community, because we represent a small community in ourselves,
and it seems like we're almost alienated from what's going on in the
rest of the community.
I think we should become mO(:"Ilesponsive. I want to' get a child day

care center which will help eduCation in certain fields like in the
education department, psychology, home economics and so forth.
This will give you a broader scope and also help the people in the
community. Another thing is t~we should have a little bit of better
relations, because I think we're l'eaIly being used by the city with this
.parking meter business, because :the kids come to school, and its bad
enough that you've got to pay tuition, because that's a hassle, but
then you've got to run out every once in a while to put money in
these stupid meters. Like the city doesn't pay attention to what's
going on. You know, its just little things like this, and I think we
should have better relations with the community because this is part
municipal school and part state ·school and like the relations between
the university and the city aren't tOO· good. They allocate a huge
amount of money to build a stadiumand we really could use a lot of
money on the U.C. campus to improve the facilities here.'
ZAKEM: No longer are st9-~nts willing to restrict student'

government to merely on oampfis'aetivities. Ever since I got involved
in student government three years ago, I have been pushing for
community involvement programs, as I have mentioned earlier in my
first response, I believe that the student government's role in the
community is extensive. Not on!':J..or the education of the individuals
involved, but also for the respOrtifbility to the students the university
has in improving their surrounding communities. The areas that I'm
concerned with are the drug abuse problem, especially of teen age kids '
that live by the university, the mea of tutorial help with student
government sponsorship, the inclusion of the student government's
efforts into environmental control, in other words, air pollution, etc.
and also direct involvement With the city government, and state
government, So I do see, a very definite purpose of the' role' the
student government ought to play in the community because students
demand that student government exists only for one purpose-that is
.to represent the genuine interest of the student community.

What is the student government's role in the national student
political movement? 3' _
DALE: Again I think that' student government's principal role

should be supportive rather than active in the national political
movement. There are some cases,where student government should

· get directly involved. One of tb'"se. is in state support, for higher
education. I think that student" goVernments all over the country ,need
to be lobbying both in their state capitals and in Washington, D.C. for
support to' higher education simply because tuition costs are rising so
high that it is pricing college education out of range for many
students.
RUBIN: First of all, I would hate to see U.C. submerge its individual

identity in the national political movement. Any off-campus politics
that we get involved in have to bear a very unique o..C. stamp. There
are a couple of things we can do.
First of all, I would like to see the student government sponsor a

symposium every quarter, on a~ional issue where we could present
all the different sides, have a number of keynote speakers during free
hour, have films, use campus people to support symposiums, or panel
discussions or small seminars, so we could present as many different
sides to the issue as possible. I do thin~ it is its role and responsibility
to make available to the stud,-~ on campus as many different
political viewpoint& as possible and to encourage students to voice
those viewpoints and in the case. of the symposiums, to hold a
referendum on this symposium issue on the campus and forward those
results to national political figures. .
TROTT A: Student government should make its students more

aware of what's going on in the national scheme, like moratoriums,
the idea of protest, the idea of what's going on in the government and
what it really means. I think another thing that hits home or real close
to campus is the idea of R.O.T.C. on campus, which I feel is a national
thing because it represents the federal government and it has no
academic merit at all for this campus, no campus at all. It seems like it
trains people for leadership, you know, it gives them a license to go
out and kill in some other co~ Things like .this should be taken
offcampus. . .
ZAKEM: I see the student government's role in any and all national

· political movements is fostering free discussion and exchange of ideas
·.on campus, but not taking ~ particular view as a student.
government on any of the issues.' I think student government as an
organization situated in the. university should foster the debate on the
issues, bring in speakers of all differing.views from the most extremes
and the moderate viewpoint"on any issue, setting up programs through
the secretary of internal affairs and the executive department but not
taking particular stands on any issue. If students want to get involved
on any particular issue, pro or con, they can do so on their own but it
should not be sponsored specifically by the student government. So I
conclude that the student government's role must be a-non partisan
one, but it must foster all ideas on campus especially those of the
most immediate issues, particularly with the war in Viet Nam and
envir~nmentaf control, and issue€--:~this s~>rt. '

What role do mass demonstrations pl.ay· in achieving student
objectives at U.C.?
DALE: I think the principal ·function of .student government is to

provide legitimate alternatives to mass demonstrations in order to
achieve student. objectives. However, in .some cases when
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governmental processes fail I think we must realize that non violent
legal demonstrations provide significant political leverage and at times
this leverage may have to be used.

unit residents should decide policy. '-Mike Dale
RUBIN: First of all, I'd like to make very clear, the feeling that

violence has no place in a university community. I think the tactic of _
a mass demonstration is a very dangerous one to use because number
one, it's a tactic. very prone to violence, and second, I think the
impact of a mass demonstration can be achieved in a lot of other
ways.
If we're talking about using a large number of students to impress

the administration with our desire for a program, I think this can be
achieved .a lot more effectively by circulating petitions. I think
administrators specifically are much more likely to respond positively
to two or three thousand names on a petition than two or three
thousand people massed outside Van Wormer Hall.
A mass demonstration inspires fear in administration, fear they're

being intimidated. It makes them feel reluctant to talk about the "
issues involved. I would consider that to be a tactic of student
involvement to be used very; very rarely if ever at all on this campus.
TROTTA: The role of mass demonstrations is a supportive role.

Once you propose what you want to the administration, the
administration kind of like just puts it aside. The idea of mass
demonstrations, they are to put pressure on the administration - to.let
them know that the people really want something. And I think this,
the idea of mass demonstrations goes on through anything, not only
it! the university, it goes through the nation. It's there. It's a pressure
device. It's there to let the people in power know that we want
something done and we're not just kidding. We really want it done.
We don't want the little status quo satisfaction idea. I mean, mass
demonstration always keeps the pressure on so that the whole reform
can 'come about. "
ZAKEM: I don't think mass demonstrations are going to play an

excessively important role in achieving student objectives at ;IJ.C.
From my experience in the past I believe the best way to get things
accomplished is working with the decision-makers and not
antagonizing them to the extent where a communication barrier is
thrown up and little action can take place.
We have had some mass demonstrations on campus, but little has

been achieved from them in the past. I see more achievement and
more .positive constructive change from what we've done working
with the structure; changing the structure where we've needed. it,
increasing student representation on the committees, and expanding
the int1uence of student government through our new constitution.
However, I see a long way to go before we achieve a productive

student government where most decisions ,of strictly student concern
have the majority- of - where most' of the decisions of student
concern are decided in good faith with a representative contingent of
the student body.
I do not believe that mass demonstrations play a large role in

achieving student objectives at U.C." but I do suggest that
demonstrations any' time they, are peacefully conducted are legitimate
and that any time an executive of a governmental branch, much less
student government, would fail to listen to thi demands or requests of
such demonstrations he is neglecting his responsibility to the wishes of
his constituents.
Demonstrations must 'be listened to and they must be evaluated for

what they are. If they represent a large group of the student body's
sentiments on certain issues or if they are just a small group of
individuals who feel left out of the system, they have no otherrecourse
but to let their grievances known to the powers that be.

Can violence play any role in such a situation at U.C.?
DALE: Yes, I think it can play a very negative role. Whenever a

situation like this gets violent, I've seen it happen -before, reasonable
men lose their capability to function rationally., They become
emotional, afraid, and they can't react except out of this fear. Thus
any effort to arrive at a solution to the problem is stifled. '
RUBIN: No. '.
TROTT A: Violence, can play a role in this idea, but 'it's only for the

last extreme, I mean nobody wants to resort to violence and tear
things'down. But say you're sitting-in to get ROTC out, you know,
and .like the people try to forcibly evict you, like there's nothing
wrong rsee in defending yourself, and things like this. I mean, if you
have such an unsensitive administrationthatthey won't listen to you
at all, arid you have to resort to violence, it's really' a sad state of
affairs. But you can't rule violence out as ameans to get .things done.
ZAKEM:, I don't believe violence, can playa constructive role in

such a situation as a university, and the reason is that violent' acts
cause a greater polarization of the interests on campus between the
contending groups, to the extent of which, less and less meaningful
negotiations and reasoned debate can take place. It produce's an
environment of fear, antagonism, and anxious state on the part of the
conflicting groups, So that less and Jess can be done slowing down the
whole process of aceornodating various interest groups on campus. I
am not an advocate of violent means to achieve one's ends. I've seen
what can be done through reason and debate, and I will do all I can to
foster that approach in order to solve the conflicts and grievances
between the various groups on campus.

What are your feelings about a tuition hike? As Student Body
President, what action would you take and' through what channels
would you operate, were a tuition raise to be announced?
DALE: I think that times of tuition rises are necessary. The cost of

everything is rising. Higher education costs more now. I think there
are a few points that need to be emphasized in our curr-ent situation ..
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for students
The bill of student rights which. was passed last summer granted
students at the University of Cincinnati a right to significant
participatiori in the decision making process of the University. This is
at the college, departmental and university level. ,
Students were not involved in this decision to raise tuition next

year. I think it's too late to do anything about it in this instance, but I
think we need to make it very clear' to the administration that in any
future moves such as this students must be involved, not after its
accomplished, but at every step of, the way, through all the
negotiations, through all the considerations. Direct and significant
participation doesn't mean having a voice in who the homecoming
queen is to be, it means having a voice in the real nitty gritty
decision-making in the university and I think tuition is one of those
decisions.
Further, I feel it would be desirable if the University would estimate

the maximum tuition level which any incoming freshman would pay
through his senior year. Then students would be expecting normal rise
in tuition and would have some idea what, their overall education costs
would be during their four years at the university.
RUBIN: I think we have to resign ourselves to a tuition hike in the

coming year. It's been pretty well pointed out by the
administration-a fairly good case has been made for the fact that the
university cannot function without a tuition hike in the coming year.
I think, therefore we've got to look to future years and talk about

what's the best possible way to make tuitions increases have. as small
an impact on students as possible. One wayto achieve this is to put a
. limit on tuition raises for any given year. For example-have the
university say, we will not raise the tuition by more than five per cent
a year. I think this is much more preferable to' a situation where you
hold off on tuition rises for two years and then you have to sock
someone with a 20% increase because you have fallen behind. If you
come out to the same amount of dollars in the end, I think the smaller
increase over a period of years is easier to deal with.
As Student Body President, the action I would take would be to sit

down with the administration and have as much documented evidence
as I could' about the impacts of large tuition increase on students,
what it does to the student body, how many students, it forces to take
jobs, how many additionalstudents must get loans, and then, sit down
with this evidence and try to.work out with them the most equitable
way to deal with tuition at the university so that the smallest number
of students are hurt, and at the same time have enough funds to
function effectively.
TROTTA: The tuition .hike isn't really as bad as it seems, but I

think we should have a basis where, when a student comes to U.C. and
he pays a certain tuition, he'llknow that within the four or five years
that tuition won't go over aset limit, say maybe like 5%. And I'd like
to have this kind of insurance for each student so that they'd know
exactly what they're getting into and how much it's going to cost
them.
And the way I go through it, I thi~k the administration wili listen.~. _.'w..

~*:'1"*-.
'Pass-nograde ... aoailable for all subjects'-Joe Trotta

ZAKEM: TUition should be guaranteed, at a maximum, for all
incoming freshmen, before t;ley accept coming to the University of
Cincinnati. In this way, an individual student could make a decision
on his own, whether or not the cost was worth the type of program
offered:
As far as tuition hikes, right at this time, I think the role of Student

Body President should be to gather all the facts of the situation, make
sure that funds are not being mis-allocated, and then tell the student
body, in a factual manner, what the conditions are that will
necessitate any change in the tuition cost.
I believe that the Student Body President must work closely with

, the Administration on this issue, and that acceptance of the student
government in consultation with its constituents is a must in order to
foster 'genuine community of individuals interested in' working with
each other and not producing tensions that are too hard to surmount.
I don't believe we should antagonize any groups on campus
unnecessarily. We.should do all we can to negotiate with them in good
will.
What role do you believe the Ombudsman has to play at UC?
DALE: The concept of the ombudsman has great appeal on the

surface. At many of the campuses where it has been tried, it has'been
less than successful. A great deal depends on who is chosen -for the
position. We have a proposal for an ombudsman 'here. A committee
has been interviewing applicants for the position,. but it hasn't yet
been filled. In order to be effective, an ombudsman must have a
significant amount of'authority to cut through red tape. I wonder if
the University is yet ready to grant this much authority to anyone.
RUBIN: I think the ombudsman is an important addition to the

university. My experience this year as a student senator has been that
a lot of people have problems, and as. student senator, I tried to deal
with those. For example, one person I know who was having trouble
with a professor was given an unfair grade. So we searched around for
awhile and' discovered there was a way to appeal the grade and weare
now doing' just that.
I think it's fine, 'it's important for a student senator to do this sort

of thing. However, an ombudsman has' more time and more
information at his disposal to do a job like this. I'd like to see an
ombudsman at U.C. and I'd like to see him in a role where he can
function as the person who cuts through the red tape and handles all
student problems.
TROTTA: I think that the Ombudsman has a really important role

because whenever you're in a bind like, say a student just doesn't get
his grades and, doesn't know why, he never knows where to go to find

(Continued on page 12)
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a disappointment
and openness she imparted to the
role. It would not have been
necessary . to play the character
with historical accuracy for a
fictional re-telling, but the Anne
whose bold black eyes "invited
conversation," as the Spanish
Ambassador so delicately put it,
would have been a more arresting
fi gu rea nd the fabulous
repercussions of .her association
with the King would have been
more believable. Having seen
Vanessa Redgrave's five minutes
as "the Lady" in "Seasons," it is
too bad she didn't have this
opportunity to expand her

Fil.m

- Katie Slater""Anne of the Thousand Days"
is a disappointing movie. The
story of Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn is 'an oft-told tale, due to
the. powerful and contrasting
characters involved, and the
faschination for' us of the
Democratic tradition of a time in
which the entire direction. of a
-government could be shifted to fit
the fancies of the man wearing the
crown.
Burton presented a good

portrait of a man adept at
self-deception in his attempts at
sel f vj us e if ic at io n , but his
performance, surprisingly enough,
lacked the vitality of Robert
Shaw's interpretation of this'
character in "A Man For All
Seasons." When Shaw roared, it
was the spontaneous reaction of a
man encountering a 'rare
obstruction to his will. Burton in
his "fireworks" simply seemed to
be whipping out the Old _Vic ,
trumpets to give the crowds a John Wayne- finally became the
thrill, It was a competent but world's best actor, at least in the
unexciting performance. .. -opinion of the Academy '~of
The casting of Genevieve Bujold Motion Picture' Arts and Sciences.

as Anne Boleyn was a surprising The awards :were<given out
m?ve. Her .chil~lik~face .is ~t odds Tuesday night,.~th J the usual
WIth the historical descriptions of . amount of ceremony- warrapted
t~echaracter, as is the 'simplicity ~ by funerals, state .weddings,' and

presidential inaugurations.
The c e-remony and the

spectacular nature of the awards .
are' a distinct handicap. Most of
the awards are meaningless to the
masses of television viewers; they
are n. very" meaningful to the
academy. It' would be difficult for'
those of us who are not active in

conception. As it is, "the Night
Crow" is presented as a sweet but
spirited young. girl whose hold on
the King was a pretty face and a
refusal to yield to him.
This utter predictability is upset

somewhat -by the presence of
Irene Papas, whose face is a drama
in itself. There is what Kenneth
-Tynan calls the great actor's
"sense of danger" in those strong,
tense lines.
"Anne'; is a pretty film, one

.which will thrill romantics and
slip them some English history
with minimum exertion.

Awards belong 10 'academy

COLONIAL· LAUNDRY

NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS.. .. -

TO BETTER SERVE YOU

249 W. McMillan
(Across from Hughes High)

and

2917 Glendora
(behind the high rise dorms)

Viktor Vetsch
the production of .film to
appreciate the award for sound or
editing.

Every - year the critics create
dichotomies among the better
films "and- the better actors. The
Academy chooses the winners
more -,on the basis of past
performance than on anyone role
or film. It is very rare to see an
actor or a director win for his first
or second or even third film.

Can the Academy be criticized
for its concern with continued
excellence? I don~t think so, a
professional organization has
eve r y ri gh t to.' de man d
consistantly high quality
performance by it's members in
order to receive recognition. We
the outsiders might not think the
winners deserved it, but we,- at
best, are casual observers;

The publicity given t~ awards
~verides their importance. There
IS nothing' sacred 'about them.
They are only the opinion of one
group of people; Film Festivals
and Critics would make other
choices' 'based on equally ~alid
standards.

The fault does not lie with an
Academy but with public
Inference of the results. The
Academy might judge on grounds
distasteful to many critics,
sentiments, politics or past
performances, but it is the'
priviledge_ of the Academy to

. decide its winners in its own ways.
It is the obligation of the public
to recognize this and judge for
themselves.

I•••

Holy Dependable
Macejk9 Senior

Class Secretary U~

~
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Sue Hengelbrok
Phi Delta Theta

Sue~Conway
Beta Theta Pi

Holly Stiel
Phi Gamma Delta

Connie Yauch
Phi Kappa Tau

Caryn Converse
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Kathy Parchman
Lambda Chi Alpha

GREEK
WEEK
PRESENTS Sherrie Landau

Alpha Epsilon-Pi

Janey Mitchell Angie Reeves
Phi Kappa Theta Delta Tau Delta

Darlene Kerber
. Triangle

Barb Fogel
Sigma Nu

TONIGHT AT'M'U'SIC HAlL
_HER

1970 GREEK, GODDESS
9:00',· ,1:0'0

.,

Dee Ann Todd
A~pha Tau Omega

Gail Longeway
Theta Chi,

. Mary Scanlon
Pi Kappa Alpha

,Holly Harrington
Sigma Chi

Ricki Ruthven
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

.>

Liz Heller
Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Candid ••tes
purpose of the, Ombudsman will
fall .:
ZAKEM: Ever since I got

involved in student government,
I've been concerned, with
m e.cha n iz ed , very inhuman
relationships between individuals
and the University itself and have
. been ,backing the post of the
Ombudsman.
I believe' the role of the

Ombudsman on this campus must
be twofold. One, it must deal with
p e r s o n a l iz e d conerns of
individuals, in other words, where
can I find someone to help settle
my grievances such as financial
aid? Who do I talk to if I have an
academic problem? Where do Igo
if I want to transfer colleges? This
will, on the short run, alleviate
much of the frustration of
bureaucratic red tape, which

from p. 9

;~~~r:~~~~~~~!~:~:~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;;~~~~;;~i~i~i~~~~;~;~~~i:i;~~;i;~~~;i;~;i:~~~;;;~~f~~;~;~;~;i;~;!;~;~;;~;;~;i;~;;;~;~;~;;;~;~;m;;;~;~;~
out. I think the ombudsman is
important because you can go to
him and he can tell you exactly
what's got to be done and it'll
happen right away.

Its like you won't have to run
from one office to another one
and still be left in the dark. The
Ombudsman will be an important
t h in g to give. everyone the,
information he-needs. He has to
be an influential guy, one that's
respected by the students, and the
administration, OT else the

I

'ARO.NTO
SENAT'E e-

lVlacejko For
A Heavenly
Senior Class

~ Secretary lJp
-

(ome and Play with us
NOWHERE COFFEEHOUSE
•••• RHINE ROO'M TONITE'

~~****MAGNIFICENT.
A LIVING
MONUMENT I ~~
- MY. Daily News "
SUN.-THURS 8:00 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:30 P.M.

MATS. Wed." Sat., Sun. 2 P.M. l·l~I"I'f)N
20th CENTURY

THEATRE- OAKLEY
. 3023 MADISON RD.,E!31-2020
, RESERVED SEATS NOW AT BOX-OFFICE OR BY M:AIL

iiiM;;;O~. 20".~~!C.nly",Fo. COLOR BY DE lUXE ®

IGPI~

A
Different
Kind of
Love ...

A
Different
Kind of
Life Style ~..

A
Different.
Kind of
Film ... }

••
Joseph E.levine pmen~

AnAycoEmbassy Film

A lime ~or
Formerly "Generation"

••SlafflnQ

DAV1DJANSSEN· KIM'DARBY,CARLREINER
COSldI"nglPETEDUELdOC.ANDREW PRINE

Esquitn 320
LUDLOW
281·8750 .-Hyd2 P.ark :.::s

breaks down the individual
atmosphere we' are trying, to
create on this campus. ,
Most importantly, the

Ombudsman m u s Cb e a
disinterested individual who will
deal on long-range changes in the
University.
These changes should include

academic reform, changes· of
physical construction on the
University, etc. Working with all
elements of the University and
having access to all the files, the
Ombudsman has .t o be a
go-between, a student defender
between the individual and groups
of students as well, as the
administration.

V\lhatis your stand on voluntary
class attendance?
DALE:I feel that educatlon is a

voluntary matter. We must assume
that' students-came to the
university to become educated.
Therefore, I wholeheartedly
endorse the. voluntary class
attendance proposal.
RUBIN: I think when you talk

about voluntary' class attendance
you have to define your
philosophy of the university. To
me, a university- is an informal
place or ought to be an informal
place where students who want to
learn get together with teachers
who want to teach. In that sense,
-voluntary class attendance is a
very valid program.
The teachers. V,\l.0 can pl'es~~~

RUDITlons
Open Auditions for'

the Showboat Majestic
production of "Boys
from Syracuse" will be
held Monday; April 13 in
Studio . 101 in Wilson
Auditorium at 4:30 p.m,
and 7:30 p.rn, Those
auditioning should bring
two "~ongsfrom musical
theater.

the materiai clearly, who have individ 1 id the . divid 1
. exciting things to say have nJ, I. ua an e. m IVI ua
trouble getting people to attend learn~ng, to be responsible to his
h· 1 Cl: tt d . own mterest.t err c asses. ass a en, ance IS I think we should d . h
often used as a weapon by .poor ,'. 0 awa~ Wit
professors to insure that students, all of the p~~t:y9~IZZ~S,~hat they
come to their classes. Also, when call attendan~e quizzes, where
you get to a university where the you have to sign your name and
administration says in effect we're you .get a grad~ for such a quiz,
not going to regulate your and If you don t attend you get a
studying,' we're not going to 10 percent or a lett~r grade off of
enforce study hall" we're not what you WO~I(L~ch,lev~normally.
going to regulate h-~w you loaf, I think thi~ is ~ very immature
:regulate almost anything at all way of dealing With student~, and,
you do, it's kind of inconsistent until the faculty .de~l~ With all
to say we are going to insist you students as mature individuals (or)
go to all your classes. as responsible individuals, we're
You 'r~' the person who has to g~ing to have an at~osphe~e ~f

make the most of your education. mistrust and. antagonism which IS
You're the person who's paying -very. dar:r:tagm~ towards, better
the money. You have to decide relationships With the faculty-
whether or not an individual class What is' your stand on 24-hour
or an individual class day is open 'house in dormitories and
important or there's something other University housing?
that's more important 'and if so, DALE: When a' student
then you're doing what you want graduates from highschool, if he
to do. stays at home, he gets a job', gets
In any event since you're married at the age of 18, he's

responsible . for all. material considered an adult. He's given,
covered, voluntary class the opportunity to keep his own
attendance is not an excuse for hours, to determine his own
goofing off. You're here to get an schedule. I see no reason why
education and you are responsible university students aren't capable
for what's covered in the classes. of having the same freedoms.
Whether· you choose to go to the Therefore, I think open house
class to get the material or you get policy should be determined
the notes from someone else is -a solely by the residents of the
personal decision. living unit. ,
,.TROTT A: I think it's the RUBIN: My feeling about all

, student's right to decide whether . living conditions in university
he wants to attend a class or not. housing and in residence halls is
If he has a professor that's that the people who have to live
interesting enough' and gets the there ought to be making the
knowledge across it's almost sure decisions. I think 24-hour open
that' the student will ,go<, to this house is valid in some places, not
class. If YQU' really have a dry valid in others, but that's not a
professor which you can't stand, decision for me, for Dean Scully,
and you can get the same or - for someone on' the personnel
information out of the books, it's staff or a resident counselor to
up to the student to make his own make. '
decision. It's a decision that the men or
ZAKEM: I believe there should women in that particular living

be no c o m p ul so r y class unit ought to make for
attendance in any courses. The themselves, so my feeling is the
responsibility of the individual to University should take no official
stay in school to achieve the policy whatsoever. The students
proper grade average is. an in a given living unit should have
individual responsibility and not complete freedom to go from no
t he responsibility of the open house policy to 24-hour open
university. house policy if they so choose.-
I will move forward with as TROTTA: I think the 24-hour

much vigor as possible on this open. house idea is a step in the'
issue, because what we're dealing right direction, but it's the'
with here. is breaking down the individual student's right to
barriers between the University decide how he wants to live. If he
making decisions .f o r the wants to live .with a girl, it's okay .

.. ,Its his .responsibility to decide
how he wants to live. As long as
that's the way he chooses and the
people he's living with choose the
same way, it's perfectly
legitimate.
'ZAKEM: 'The decision on

whether or not there should' be
24-hour open' houses, like I
mentioned earlier, is purely a unit
decision, that is, by the residence
halls of the University, or the
fraternities and' sororities. I'm for
it if the individuals involved are
for it.

(Continued on page i5)
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IBaker praises 'NR, student~' Slumping Cats battle Buckeyes
I~··: . '~~Playing what assistant coach and added three more off lefty plummeting his mark, to .412.'
>,: April 8, 1970I~~ Howie, New,state termed,' "the Art Ra~sey,? before Gary Nauman Othe~ Cats over .300 inc1,u,d",e
~e:i im worst game we played all year," came m m the seventh and e ut f'i el d er s Don Good" JQe_,II Mr. David Litt~~~~~~ Cincinnati was pounded by Ohio quieted the Ohio bats. In the Voegele, and Larry Kilgore. Jim
~~ Sports Editor - jl~1 University 10-~ in a contest me~time, four O.U. pitch~rs· Ousl~y a~d Gary Thompson pace

IiNEWS RECORD i1~' played Tuesday m Athens. s~ymled the Bearcats on Just five the pitching staff .
•->; " ·'··0 I~ A total collapse of the Bearcat hits. _'.
University of Cincinnati ~1t~defense was the culprit, as four The. dis a s t e rIo w e-r e d S· h b.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221. !f!!:,U.c. erro,rs paved the way for six Cincinnati's record. to 2-3, as they pring, ~eat er rings

:l1~ unearned Ohio runs. The Bobcats prepare to face OhIO State's tough • I I. II
" D ar D '1~ii!i pounded starter Denny Nagel for 'Buckeyes in a three game set this inirotnurc: s-:--nna y
~ e ave. @~~ seven runs in the first two innings, weekend. The team ,!ill travel to , . .
m '!f!j Columbus for a single game . Beautiful sprmg, weather- .hasI:::':,While the 'plea~an~ memories of the past bas,ketbal,liiiiiii Friday, before e,ng,agingthe Bucks finally arrive~, ~n ~he U.C.
: season are still WIth us, I want to commend you and tr In -a doublehe3;de~, S~turday campus, and wI~h It arrives. a full
:: your entire staff for a J'ob well done The . t~m afternoon. Gary WI1~msWill st~rt ~chedule of sprmg sports m the
% ' • • yanous ,:;::;:: one game for U.C., and Jim intramural program.
~?olumns and rep?~s ~f the games were informativs ~d :~~1! Ousley, Gary Thompson, Jim Any U.C. male is cordially
11 accurate. Relationships between your staff and :r~:j Williams, and Nagel should see invited to participate in t~e
:~ basketball staff members were very congenial, and I am ~f~~! action in the.others. i?tramural softball" track, t~nms
}~ sure the same feelings 'existed between the players and :~:rj ~ Ro~kle leads batters s~ngles and doubles, badminton
~~your staff I believ the 'N R d" ld" te ~~~~~!~: Center fielder Greg Grove took singles and doubles and golf:;~!~ '. e ew~ ecord so our am :~1~1!;: over the batting leadership, with a programs. ,
:@ to our students and to the $communIty and was very :U~12-3 day at Ohio that raised his For further information contact'~~1helpful to this squad in being accepted and in being fJ average to an even .500. ~hird Coach <?len,Sample or Coach, Jim
~!a successful. :!~!~:l baseman Hank Glover was hitless " Mahan m room 304 of Laurence
j!;~l ::!:~~ in t h r e e ,t r i e s Tuesday" Hall.,:::;: '::!:~* • '. '\:!!~i I would' like also to thank the University of f~~!!, _
wJ Cincinnati students for their enthusiastic support ~~i1i1!

~ throughout the year. The spirit and excitement f:11
!!~i~displayed by" the students increased as the season ~f~~
:1j1: progressed reaching a climax during the Drake game i~1~iji
:1~:~which matched any demonstration of student 1!fl
1~i~enthusiasm that I have witnessed in the 25 years I have' 1j1!1~jIbeen associated with V.C. athletics. i
'~1~: We are very hopeful of further success during the 1~1~1~i:

M: 1970-71 season and hope the students continue to :t~l
:l~~:respond, accept and cheer us as at the end of the past ~1~~~~l:
; season. . ;

~~ Our, program receives splendid cooperation and i1~@l'
~~support from our faculty and, administration. This iii~~I!nu;res~ i~ greatly appreciated and helps tremendously in ~~1~
\~maintaining a prestigious program. Iwould be remiss if I :11;
!~~did not thank them publicly for their interest and ~1m

ru::rt~oaches are hard at work recruiting those high, I
~:~school players of ability and quality that we feel are tI~
~qualified for our school. To students, alumni and friends" !Ii~:
~we pledge future players and teams who will earn the 'iiiiii:

lrespe:t of IDL s~;e~,(*:!:~ I
j Head Basketball Coach !1:I:
.~:j:j:!:j:!:i:!~;;~~if::;{f~:~ttttt!~~~!;t!;~;~~~~~!t!~:q:{:;mi:i:~:~:i:~:i:t~:{i;!:i:~:i;mm~:W@I:i:~:~it:!:~:!;~:~:~i:~:i:mtIlff:~:i:~:i:~:ii!:~i~iiii;mi~ii:~i~;i:~:i;~:i;i:~:!f;~:~:!:~:i~:~~:~:~:~:ii!Ijj!,'
HEAD BASKETBALL COACH,

fay Baker, has a good reason to '
smile, In completing his fifth year

is head mentor, his team
compiled a fine 21·6 mark plus an
"'lIT game. His five year coaching

nark stands at 94-39 for a .707

sereentage. The Hamilton" 0.,
,iative has now been associated

rith eight 20 plus ~n seasons for
I •

he Bearcats. .The NR salutes

~oach Baker fora job well done.

ltiGIi CASUAls.
Sure, we're prejudiced. We
like U-necklines. This one
is piped in the contrasti ng
color of the skirt, which, in
turn, is piped in the con-
trasti ng color of the blouse.
Turnabout is fair play.

Campus guys are high on
Alps, the sport shirt with
savoir faire. This tour button
placket front is the perfect
complement to our new
spring lioe of flare bottom
.slacks. Be sure. Say, "Alps".

wqr lllttifirfsit!J ~qnp
323 Calhoun St. 221-3515
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Go ahead and, ask basketball
coach Tay Baker if he believes in

I the adage "There' is no rest for the
weary."~-What happened to
numbere_levenl
What has happened to the

eleventh game?' You remember,
that's the extra football game
the National Collegiate
A t hIe tic Ass 0 cia t i on
(N.C.A.A.) has allowed all
major college football teams to
schedule beginning next
season. '
"Oh, we have been looking

very , seriously," reported
athletic director George Smith
Tuesday. "We've contacted
'many teams, but as ...of yet,
have been unable to schedule a
game."
As it stands now,. the

Bearcats already have six home
games for the .eoming season,
and have an open date on Sept.
12. According to ~Smith, an
away game on-that date is the
ideal situation. ...'
-"Right now we are looking
seriously toward Pittsburgh, "

I Smith said. "We had contacted
,North Carolina State and
Toledo, but nothing;
materialized. "
Anyway, before all the other

u ni versities have scheduled
games, it is advised that the
,-Cats get moving, and to stop
waiting for Ohio State to come
I asking.
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Recruitingunderway
Coaches hunling forfulure hoopslers

, by David Litt ' , "Our' recruiting is n~w' in full - talent-that does 'not always
Sports Editor swing," reports the Bearcat materialize.
. mentor. "We've got to get out and "What about that guy from

sign the high school talent that we ,Florida that was supposed to be
feel could best help our basketball 6'6" and turned out to be 6'2"?"
program. " , remarked Bryant. ,
Wi th a most successful Along with Baker and Bryant,

basketball season of 21-6 and, an coaches Ken' Cunningham and
NIT game over less than a month John Morris lend their hand with
ago and neatly tucked under their recruitees from both the scouting
belts, the Bearcat coaches are off aspect, and the tour of the U.C.
and running, in the recruitment campus.
'race.
"We have a list of' over a

hundred names," Baker remarked,
"but with the grade cut and other
matters, we are seriously looking
at about 50 guys. _

Looking everywhere
"And we're not restricted to

this area only," added Bilker. "We
are looking from the -New
York-New Jersey area all the way
out to California. We are
concentrating on recruiting the
best talent from this area." '
No rest for the weary? '
, 'Take John for example, "

referred Baker to assistant coach
John Bryant. "He's been to
Chicago, Florida, New York and
other places. As a matter of fact,
he's going to see a couple of high
school all-star games this
weekend. " ,
- "I've seen quite a number' of
high school players. Of' course,
we're looking for the ones who
will fill the vacancies left by
graduating seniors," Bryant
stated. .
"Height is in ·great d~numd,"

added Baker, "but we want good
ball-handlers also. " '-
Coach 'BaIter con tinued by

saying that national publications
list the top high school players to
scout, and alumnae from across
the "U.S. recommend local

209- W. McMILLAN

THIS CUPON (jIVES YOU A
25% DISCOUNT

WITH EVERY DINNER
CARRY381-4880 OUT

Between the lightweight, 125 Enduro and the heavyweight 250
Endur:o" the 175 Single Enduro is the perfect answer for .the man
who wants to ride in the middleweight class ••. with still all the
advantages of both. This model features- a smooth 5-speed
transmission, combi'ned with ·Yamah·a's powerful 5-port engine, to
take this machine over and through the wildest terrain with
unbelievable ease.Special Enduro front forks are especially designed
to absorb all of the rough punishment of severe trail condition,S and
still come back ready for more. Other standard features of the
CT1-B include Yamaha's own special trail styling; adjustable rear
shocks; higher ground clearnace with skid plate; separate tach and
speedometer; bigger and brighter head, tail and stop lights; primary
kick starting in any gear; Yamaha's own world-renowned Autolube
oil injection system wide, comfortable saddle and bigger brakes for
sure stops every time. The outstanding ,Trail model in its
class •.•. for unparalleled excitement and pleasure~of the great
outdoors.

Campus. Cycle
3205 JEFFERSON AVE.

2 Doors From
Jefferson Bar
221-2212

,-"

The best seven
"We are allowed seven

grant-in-aid players," Baker
continued, "and we're looking
everywhere to get the best seven
possible. "
So, have the Bearcats signed any

to-be hoopsters?
"Not yet," concluded Baker.

"But we're looking hard. "
No rest for the weary?

H.story~. Box
April 10,'1967

Sophomore sensation Jose
Worrell pitched the third no-hitter
in U.C. baseball history, as the
Bearcats upset Ohio State 2-0 in
Columbus today. ,
Worrell, a product of Purcell

._High School, was masterful in
setting do.wn the defending'
national champion Buckeyes
without a hit. The performance
dropped his earned run average to
a sterling 1.80 mark. '
The other no-hitters were by

Neil Rubinstein in 1965 and John
Binder in 1910.

. Owner of
,monkey .p lease.
, call II

Due to the urgency of the
situation, will the owner of a
'monkey around the campus
community please call the
News Record, and will the girl .•
who left her name and number
also call.

Bonnie s.'mans
DDA Senate

April 10, 1970-

"And we'll root, root, root for the home team, if they don't win it's a
shame, for it'sWone, two, three strikes you're out at the old ball game. "
It was' not too long ago that these words highlighted one of America's

favorite tunes. The song symbolized what was then this country's most
popular sport, baseball.'
But in this day and age, when the pace of everything from work to

play has become so swift, rugged action sports such as football,
basketball, soccer, and ice hockey to name a few" have added a new
dimension to the sports world. No longer are sports fans completely
content with games that have little "contact" between the players. It
seems that fans are satisfied more when they see a bruising tacklemade
on a football play or a crushing body check delivered to a hockey
player than seeing a double play made during a baseball game or
witnessing a mile relay team set a new record 'at a track meet.
This is not to imply that fans haveIost their taste in sports, for all

sports require a great amount of skill and talent to make them
appealing to any sports, enthusiast. But it does hint at the fact that
baseball and other tess body bruising sports, have been losing ground to
the con tact sports.

Football over baseball?
On the national scene baseball has been replaced by football as the

country's favorite sport. This is evident in ,the simple fact that a greater
number of fans attend, football games than baseball games. Even the
World Series, which is considered to be the major sporting event of the
year, has recently been bumped by the Super Bowl as the sports world
number pne attraction. "
In colleges and high schools the situation is a great deal worse. It is

very seldom that a good size crowd, is present at a baseball game. The
usual crowd is made up of parents, the player's girlfriends, and the local
students who attend all of their school's sporting events. And in other
spring sports, such as tennis or track, even less spectators show up.
It is true that some. people work or are in class when the diamond

nine take the field, but there are many others who have nothing to do
besides watch television or sit in the sun, when they could be watching
an exciting baseball game and boosting its participants on to victory.
Even for those people who are not too interested in the game, it is a

great way of taking in a warm, spring afternoon. For girls, it's a perfect
way of picking up a pre-summer tan, and for guys not too interested in
the game, it's a perfect way of picking up those girls. But by all means
stay for the entire game before leaving. '

Full spring schedule for Bearcats
This spring at U.C. there are many sporting events taking place.

Baseball undoubtedly has -top billing, but thete is track, terinis, golf,
and-lacrosse to round out an action filled schedule. Presence of fans at
any event would certainly serve as encouragement for the teams.
The baseball Bearcats, rated as strong contendors for the MVC crown,

play eight more home games before the playoffs. The diamond is
located behind the Armory-Fieldhouse and there are bleachers for fans.
If there are not any seats left in the stands, spread a blanket or
newspapers anywhere around the diamond where it is possible to view
the game. Do yourself a favor and show up. '

, Support your team ,
As for the other teams, the rietters will be appearing at the Boyd

Chambers Courts, located across the street from Daniels Hall, for four
more matches this season. The track and lacrosse squads, each with
three home meets remaining, host all their competition in the practice
field directly behind Calhoun Hall. There are not' any stands erected
here to view the contests but there isa huge, grassy hillside that will
support hundreds of avid spectators. '
So this quarter, when, the sun is shining and the warm breeze blowing,

get out and witness the action of some sporting event. Spring sports are
still an important part of a balanced sporting world. Who, knows,
somebody at an exciting Bearcat baseball game may start up a chorus of
"Take Me Out to the Ballgame!" "

Ml. AUBURN PRESBYTERIAN'CHURCH ELECT
JACOB
A&s'sENATE

103WM. HOWARD TAFT AVE.

UNIV.AGE STUDY GROUPS 9:30 A.M.

WORSHIP SERVICES 9:30 & 11:00 A.M.

STUDENTS'INVITED ..-

(CHAPEL)
lED IBAION
POWER

$2°~
INTRODUCING THE NEW

./

$2°0.

VARSIIYSTUDIO
NOW AT ·243 CALHOUN

BRING THIS AD IN FOR
DISCOUNT ON ANY REGULAR PORTRAIT

MADE IN APRIL 1970

,$2°0, DISCOUNT $200
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Dale, Rubin, Zake.m, Trotta ... ~:II\II'
from p, 12' . . ' \11111
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Is there a need for' an

all-University course . evaluation
program? If so, how would you
implement it?
DALE: I think there is a need

for all-University course
evaluation. Faculty course
evaluation has been shown to be a
tremendous success almost
everywhere it has been tried. We
at the University have been lagging
somewhat behind in that only
certain colleges have course
evaluations. Many of these are
unpublished. I would attempt to

stimulate the formation of course
evaluations in the. individual
colleges, recognizing that each
individual college has specific
.problems. These would all be
coordinated through a central
agency in student government
which would eventually compile
all the different college class
evaluations and publish them.

RUBIN: An all-University
course evaluation program is.
important. I think this, is another
factor in my entire philosophyof
the University being a place where

people come to learn to converse
with people who want to teach
something. I see the.all-University
course evaluation program asa
way to direct students into the
courses where they can learn the
most and by the professors who
can teach the most.
I have a slightly different, a

more .federal philosophy, in the
way the course evaluation
program should be' run. I don't
'believe in consolidating programs
in the student government that
are already existing just for the
sake of having centralized control.
"Insight" is doing a very good job in
A&S. They should continue to do
so. The Engineering Tribunal is
doing a good job with their
program, so I wouldn't want to
see the student government step
in and abolish all the' other.
programs and then run their own.
I think. the way to' implement it

is to have student government
expand the way its done this year.
We've started a program in the

University College to expand on
that, to take A&S. professors
around who are favorable to the
program, get them talking to their
faculty 'colleagues in other
colleges so we can convince
people this is a good program,
that its an effective program.
Also we want-to see, hopefully

the year after next, the different
colleges printing the course
evaluations in with, the course
descriptions so that students
would have that right at' hand. I
think that's how you implement
an all-University course evaluation"
program-by getting the evaluation
into the catalogues rather .than
.publishing it in a separate booklet:
TROTTA: .There is a need for

course" evaluation, and it should
be University-wide, and it should
be for every class. The way to
implement it would be one, to ask
the prof. himself what he feels
about his class and .how he
evaluates -if. And two; to ask the.
students how they feel about the
class and 'the prof. and how the
material comes off. And the third

/' way would be to have an observer
go in and sit for 'maybe two weeks
in this class, since .he isn't an
actual .student -and -isn~t-affected-

JUNIOR GEOFF HENSLEY, returning letterman -on Dr. William
Schwarberg's golf team. is currently in the number one spot fol'- the
U.C. duffers. Hensley is §Porting a .78.9 stroke per match average,
as V.C. dropped a triangular match to fellow Buckeyes, Ohio State and
Ohio University.

Hoosier Tuesday
--- -- .,--

Dufjers SCOrewhile neuers Jail
U .C . 'teams went 1-1 for is that many of la~t year's easier

matches against Indiana, squads opponents have been eliminated
Tuesday. The golf team, led by from this year's schedule in order
Geoff Hensley, out-stroked - to provide the team with better
Indiana' State 16th-Ph: while the competition.
tennis squad succumbed to
Indiana University 9-0.
Hensley shot a 72, while his

teammates, .. Jim Thomas shot a '
78, Phil Gaible'a 79, Bill Birch an
80, Bill Kirkman a 79, and Bill
Hawkins an 80. The win leveled
the golfers record to 2...2.

. Record at 4·8
Meanwhile in dropping the

decision to a tough I.U. squad the
netters brought their record to
4-8. Coach -Iehn Morris.said that
although their record' may not
show it, this season is better than
last year's.
, The reason for this, Morris said,

J IAICY '.
A ".. C .

A&S 0B ·
SENATE,

. .. . . ~-JUNIOR
STONE ~-CLASS, . TREAS.

KEEFE
JU"IO~. \PRES.

by the 'grading and to see if the
prof. really does come across.'
ZAKEM: 'There is an urgent

need for a University -wide course
evaluation system, an evaluation
system that' would be
incorporated into the bulletin so
there would be no possibility that
the student could not have
immediate access to it. The way I
would implement it, is' by
concentrating .a good part of our
Academic Affairs Department
into instituting the program. In
the past, the reason we've done
piece-meal .jobs' in the course
evaluation is that we have had too
few people working on it, too few
human resources. We do need
funds for this course evaluation
system, and its a-point that should
not be overlooked.
There are many ways of

achieving these funds; perhaps
partially from the Board' of
Budgets, partially from the
faculty, and. partially from' other
sources from' the general fund ..
There's no doubt in my mind that
the course evaluation system is a
must. It's effective, if students are
to have any choice and any idea
of what they are taking in their
various colleges, especially when
we incorporate the all-campus
course accredation program,
where students will have little or
no, idea of. what's expected of
them in courses outside their
major in other university colleges.
I hope to have an all-University
course evaluation system, and I'm
quite confident we can do it in
one year.

WILKES

G·
Jr. Class Pres.

. .~SENIOR
FAllER~cLASS V.P~

RODER!CK ST}OIINs-=-m- ®-=. SJ_- -

Country Wear For Men;

'. ~SOPH.Mll-lER ~CLASS
, TREAS.

.....
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Election 'dispute
finally se-ttled

(Continued from page 3) .e
election on the following day.
However, in legal terms, such an
agreement "is as good as any
other" according to Tate.
Expressing some misgivings

about the club's future, Wolfe
said, "We haven't been able to
function well because of this
conflict, but everything is fine and
we/re getting ready to set up our
campaign structure for the fall
elections. "

EXIT INTERVIEW FORMS
FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
The University of Cincinnati'

requires all graduating seniors
who have National Defense
StudentLoans to fill out Exit
interview forms when
registering for spring quarter.
These forms can be completed
at the Student Accounts
Office, 207 Beecher Hall.
'Those who fail to complete

the form may have their
graduation delayed. ,,'

MILLER
for

University College
SENATE

JANE JOHNS~ON

G
, JUNIOR CLASS

SECRETARY
,.,~
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Even bathing every day
can't stop it. '

Feminine odor starts' inter
~ally, and no' atnount of bath
.ng can remove it. Soap and
ater simply can't reach the

"rea where the odor starts.
TJ:iat's the reason you need
orforrns", : . the second deodor-
nr:". These tiny internal sup
ositories kill germs-stop odor
ffectively yet safely. In faet, gen
Ie, doctor-tested Norforms are
o safe and easy to-use, you can
ise them as often as necessary,
No bath or shower can give
ou Norforrns' protection. Get
orforms, and you'll feel se

cure and odorfree for hours.

.The second deodorant.

'1"
•••1-;R7iN-;;;~R:;-~;;~ZK-l

I plus informative booklet! Write: II Norwich Pharmacal Co .• Dept, CN, I
I Norwich, N.Y .• 13815. (Enclose 25t I

for mailing, handling.)

1 II Name I
I Strect____________ I
1 ,City ~___ I
I Stare: . Zip___ I1 Don't forger your zip code. '1
L -'
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CONTINUOUS CONCEPT·
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IN .GOVERNMENT
ENDORSES:

BROADER PERSONAL.
REPRESENTATION

-

PURCELL - Pres.DALY - T'r eas,
MACEJKO -'Sec. FALLER -V.P.·

MARTIN, McDANIEL,

SEIFERl: FALLER

MI"KEDALE
STU.DENT BODY PR.ESIDENT

ARTIE COHN
,University' Party endorsement of
particular candidates does not
constitute a ticket as such.
Endorsements are given by the
University Party to candidates we
as a whole feel are suited for the
.job regardless of
affiliation -McDaniel ,

Campaign Chairman

STUDENTBODY VICE·PRESIDENT

CLASS OFFICERS....····-JR.

<\~@

WILKES - Pres. Shreve • Sec.
FREY - v.p.STONE -Treas.

SENATE·,' SEATS

CONN, BRADEN, BURCH,

SALMANS

POWELL~ Pres. MILLER - Tr~as.
JOHNSON - Sec.FORTE - V.P.

SCHNURE, HAVERKAM·P

WISBY


